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ABSTRACT 

Tnis dissertation describes various nonlinear grating coupling phenomena in InSb 

waveguides. InSb exhibits an opto-thermal, diffusive nonlinearity at 9.6~m. This 

nonlinearity strongly modifies the growth of a guided wave via the grating coupling of 

an incident, Gaussian signal. In particular, optical limiting and bistability in the coupled 

power were demonstrated for a detuned grating coupler. The limits on the detunings 

were also investigated. The experimental results showed qualitative agreement with a 

theory based upon a diffusive nonlinearity in the grating coupling process. Also 

demonstrated and theoretically explained was a new form of "butterfly" bistability in the 

output coupled signal from a nonlinear waveguide. In this situation. nonlinear 

interference effects in the substrate modified the proportion of power outcoupled into 

the cover and the substrate. 

The effects of a thermal nonlinearity on the response of a distributed feedback 

grating (DFB) were also studied. The DFB reflection response of an incident guided 

wave was modified either by varying the power of the incident guided wave or that of a 

second guided wave. Also, the effects of the DFB reflection were shown to enhance the 

bistable input grating coupling process by providing a..'l additional feedback. 

enhancement resulted in a smaller incident switching power required to obtain bistability 

in the input coupler. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Optical dttfraction gratings have been in use since the theoretical and experimental 

studies by Joseph von Fraunhofer in 1821. Their applications have ranged from 

dispersive elements for spectrometers and monochrometers to long-wavelength polarizers 

and mirrors for tunable lasers. With the advent of integrated optics technology (S. Miller, 

1969), more applications for gratings emerged. Even today, new situations. 

configurations and applications for gratings in integrated optics are being proposed and 

demonstrated. This dissertation investigates a few of these new applications; in 

particular, the use of gratings as distributed couplers and reflectors fabricated in a 

material with an intensity-dependent index of refraction. 

Gratings are periodic perturbations of the index of refraction at the surface or in the 

volume of a material. Typical grating structures are pictured in Fig. 1.1 A,B. Various 

grating devices have ~n proposed and demonstrated as components for 10 systems. 

Some of these applications include optical beam deflectors (Pencingron, ! 971), refIectc:-s 

(Flanders et m., 1974), wavelength multiplexers/demultiplexers (Livanos et al., 1977), 

and waveguide lenses (Yao and Thompson, 1978). Schematics of some of these devices 

are shown in Fig. 1.2. In all these cases, the interactions depend upon the period of the 

grating, the angle of incidence and the wavelength of the light inside the waveguide. 

Strong interactions occur when: 
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1lL\ = 2! sinB , 

'0 
>0 

(1-1) 

where 9 is the incident angle, and m is an integer. This is known as the Bragg condition 

for gratings, and describes the phase synchronism between wave components diffracted 

by S'lccessive grating periods. These gratings are known as "distributed" gratings, since 

the interactions take place over the length, L, of the structure, rather than at a single 

interface (as is the case for plane mirrors, for example). 

There are a number of techniques that have been used to generate gratings in 

waveguides. Volume gratings can be formed by interfering two light beams in the bulk 

of a photosensitive material. The photosensitive mechanism modif"res the index 

distribution of the material, generating a periodic change in the material. Examples of 

this type include volume phase holograms, gratings due to four-wave mixing in an 

intensity-dependent material, and photosensitive fibers. Another means of forming a 

volume grating is by growing a layered structure of two (or more) different materials 

(with different refractive indices) in a periodic fashion. Again, this forms a grating 

structure for a lightwave propagating at an angle with respect to the plane of the layers 

(see Fig. 1.1). Relief gratings, on the other hand, are perturbations into (or on) the 

material at the surface. Standard fabrication techniques for these gratings include ruling 

of parallel grooves, and erosion of t.~e f"llm t.~rough a m2Sk, s\!ch as with electron beams J 

reactive ion etching, or ion-milling. The surface relief gratings are easier to fabricate 

and chaa~..erize than the volume gratings, since the relief grating amplitude is typically 

much less than the thickness of the material and is more accessible to examination. As a 

result, surface relief gratings have received much more attention for possible applications 

in integrated optics (10) configurations. 
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Another very important and useful distributed grating is the grating coupler for 

optical waveguides. This structure provides the necessary wavevector component to 

phasematch and couple an incident. free-space wave to a conf'med. guided wave. This is 

known as the Bragg phasematching relation for grating couplers. and defines the 

conditions under which efficient coupling can occur. The grating coupler was tlI'St 

proposed and demonstrated by Da.kss et aI. (Dakss et aI •• 1970) and has since been 

extensively analyzed and impiemented in many integrated optical systems. The 

importance of high-efficiency waveguide grating couplers (and. to a lesser extent, prism 

couplers. since they are not as compatible with integrated optics technologies) must be 

stressed. Grating couplers allow access to two features of optical waveguides: long 

interaction lengths without diffraction effects. and very high power densities for 

relatively low incident powers. These attributes not only allow linear interactions to 

occur (such as the grating phenomena mentioned above). but also nonlinear processes and 

applications. such as optical switching and modulation (Stegeman et aI •• 1988). These 

applications are possible provided that the waveguiding material (or the surrounding 

media) exhibits an optical nonlinearity. 

The field of nonlinear optics has flourished since the invention of the laser. 

Nonlinear optics involves the interaction of optical fields inside a material to modify the 

optical properties of the material. Large changes in the absorption coefficient and index 

of refraction have been observed in a variety of materials. including semiconductors and 

organics. The nonlinearities in these materials can be classified as either resonant ')r 

nonresonant processes. Resonant nonlinearities occur at wavelengths near an absorption 

edge (such as the band gap of a semiconductor). An incident optical field interacts 

strongly (resonantly) wit.';. t.';.e mateiaal. res-Illting in a fast-responding change in the 
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material absorption. Via the Kramers-Kronig relationship, this large absorption change 

gives rise to a large index variation at wavelengths close to the absorption edge. 

However, for useful operation of a waveguide device, the absorption coefficient must be 

small enough such that there is appreciable signal after propagation. For the desired 

nonlinear index change, the absorption coefficient may be too large at these wavelengths. 

Nonresonant nonlinearities occur at wavelengths away from these strong absorption 

edges. Examples of nonresonant nonlinearities are re-orientational effects in organics, 

and opto-thermal nonlinearities in semiconductors. Thermal nonlinearities involve the 

change in the index of refraction due to the heating of the sample. This heating is due 

to the nonradiative absorption of the incident light as it propagates through the material. 

Since this heating results from the transfer of energy from the incident signal to the 

sample lattice. the process response time is typically slow, especially with respect to the 

resonant! electronic nonlinearities. 

Both resonant and nonresonant nonlinearities have been utilized to observe nonlinear 

optical effects, including optical bistability (OB) (Gibbs, 1985). Much of the work in OB 

has involved the dispersive changes of a nonlinear material in a Fabry-Perot cavity. 

Resonant, electronic examples of this have been observed in many materials. including 

GaAs (Gibbs et al .• 1979) and InSb (Miller et al., 1979). Thermal OB due to increasing 

absorption has been demonstrated in semiconductor-doped gla...~ and pure CdS, !n 

which the material absorption (and thus the sample transmission) increased due to a 

ther!!l2l shift of the absorption edge. 

The work mentioned above has been developed and observed in bulk material. Since 

the power density is the important quantity ior the nonlinear changes, the extension to 



integrated optics and waveguide configurations to observe OB is a natural progression. A 

few configuarations have recently been demonstrated and/or proposed. Li Karn Wa et aI. 

observed OB in a GaAs/GaAlAs waveguide resonator, where the end faces of the 

channel acted as Fabry-Perot cavity mirrors and the GaAs/GaAlAs was the nonlinear 

spacer medium. Okuda and Onaka (1976) proposed using a Kerr nonlinear medium in 

between two distributed Bragg reflectors (which acted as "cavity" mirrors). The Bragg 

reflectors were outside the nonlinear material. Winful et aI. (1979). on the other hand, 

predicted OB with a distributed feedback grating fabricated in a Kerr nonlinear medium. 

These last two examples have yet to be observed experimentally. 

A fourth proposal for waveguide optical bistability is with a detuned distributed 

coupler, such as a grating or a prism. There has been, however, some controversy 

concerning this method. A number of calculations considered a plane wave (infinite in 

extent) incident upon a distributed coupler in a Kerr-like material. Switching and OB 

were predicted (Reinisch et aI., (1985), Montemayor and Deck, (1986». For an incident 

beam of f'mite extent onto a distributed coupler (as is the case for experiments with 

incident laser beams), coupled mode theory predicts switching for a Kerr medium, but 

not bistability (Carter and Chen, 1983). Stegeman et aI. (1988) showed theoretically that 

bistability is possible with a f'mite incident beam when the nonlinear refractive index 

change is locally averaged in t-1!e coupling region, or v/hen longitudinal feedback is 

included to the Kerr-law nonlinearity. Montemayor and Deck (1986), on the other hand, 

erroneously predicted bistability in the reflected signai from a prism coupler for a finite-

width square-wave beam and a Kerr-like nonlinear substrate material. 
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There have been, however, a number of experimental observations with grating and 

prism couplers that have indisputably demonstrated bistability with distributed couplers 

(for example, Assanto et aI., (1986), Lukosz et aI., (1986), CheIli et ai., (1987), Svensson 

et ai., (I 988». The nonlinearity imployed in these experiments appears to be thermal in 

nature. In reality, thermal nonlinearities are non-local (Le., not Kerr-like). A theory has 

recently been proposed (Vitrant et ai., 1989) that includes the diffusive nature of a non-

local nonlinearity in the coupled mode analysis of a distributed coupler by requiring that 

the nonlinear index distribution satisfy the thermal diffusion equation. This theory 

predicts both switching and bistability for a Gaussian incident beam under the 

appropriate conditions (such as angular detuning, diffusion length, and absorption and 

nonlinear index of refraction coefficients). Up to now there has not been any 

experimental conimnation of this theory. Some of the experiments presented in this 

dissertation are intended to test the validity of this theory. 

The original intent of this thesis project was to investigate the electronic nonlinear 

properties of distributed feedback (DFB) gratings in InSb waveguides. InSb was chosen 

as the nonlinear material because of the large intensity-dependent index of refraction 

previously observed in bulk samples (Miller et aI., 1978). In particular, Winful's 

predictions of optical bistability with DFB gratings were to be tested. However, no 

electronic nonlinearities were ever observed in the aV2i!able =ples. Thus, the emphasis 

of the project switched to investigating the effects of a nonlocal/thermal nonlinearity on 

the response of DFB g&-atings. This work tied in very well with the investigations of the 

iionlocal nonlinear grating coupling experiments. 



Layout of the Dissertation 

The organization of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the basic theory 

and concepts of optical waveguides, including the propagation through a waveguide and 

the coupling into waveguides. Also included in this chapter is a discussion of the basics 

of linear and nonlinear optics in semiconductors. 

To perform the desired grating experiments, good quality \\Clveguides and gratings 

were needed. Chapter 3 describes the efforts to obtain good samples and the 

characterization of these samples. Part of this characterization included studies at low 

temperatures (down to 80OK) of the linear and nonlinear properties of the films. Also 

included in the chapter are the sample and grating fabrication techniques for the 

different samples tested. 

When good quality mms were f"mally obtained (MBE-grown samples from Bell 

Labs), nonlinear grating coupling experiments were conducted. These are described in 

Chapter 4. These experiments demonstrated the thermal, diffusive nature of the 

nonlinear coupling in InSb waveguides at room temperature. Experiments were done to 

compare with the theoretical predictions of OB. Various parameters (angular and 

position detunings~ beam sizes, etc.) were varied to investigate the cond:tions under 

which bistability could be achieved. The effects observed included shifting of the 

minimum power reqllli-ed to obtain OB, and the changes in the widths of the bistable 

loops. 
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In Chapter S, experiments investigating the response of a nonlinear distributed 

feedback (DFB) grating and the effects of the nonlinear DFB on the input coupling 

process are described. Included in these experiments are the effects of a 

counterpropagating signal (either from the DFB or coupled in separately) on the 

nonlinear input grating coupling. Also, the effects of a high-powered signal on its own 

DFB reflection resonance, and the tuning of the DFB reflection resonance of one beam 

by another beam are presented for the IlI'St time. 

Chapter 6 contains a summary of the principle results obtained, and suggestions for 

future experiments. 



CHAPTER 2 

BASIC TIIEORY OF SEMICONDUCTOR 

OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES 
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Before describing the linear and nonlinear optics experiments on InSb waveguides 

and gratings, the basic theory concerning coupling into and propagation through optical 

waveguides is presented. Since this subject has been extensively described in many 

books, papers and dissertations (Marcuse, 1974; Kapanyand Burke, 1973; Tien,1977, for 

example), only the important ideas and the relevant equations will be reviewed here. 

Also in this chapter, the linear and nonlinear optical properties of InSb will be discussed 

as they relate to the experiments performed. 

Optical Waveguide Theory 

There are two basic methods that have been used to describe the propagation of light 

in a planar, slab waveguide: the ray optics approach and the electromagnetic theory 

approach. Although the treatments are very different in form, the final results for the 

dispersion relationship between the index of refraction and thickness of a waveguide 

mode are the same. Each method offers different physical insights into ta;e processes 

occurring, and thus both are worthwhile discussing. 



Ray Optics Approach 

In the ray optics approach, the direction of the energy flow of .light inside the 

waveguide is represented by a ray. This direction is approximately normal to the phase 

fronts of the light A diagram describing the rays inside the waveguide structure is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. The light appears to "zig-zag- as it propagates down the waveguide. 

For the light to remain conimed within the waveguide, total internal reflection must 

occur at the Itlm/cover and Itlm/substrate interfaces. This requirement is met if the Itlm 

index is greater than that of the surrounding medium; i.e., 

(2-1) 

Another necessary condition is that the internal angle of incidence onto the Itlm interface 

of the ray must be equal to or greater than the critical angle of reflection. This means 

that 

'nD n. 
SI v~Ilr' (2-2) 

where the substrate index is assumed to be greater than the cover index (usually air). 

As the light propagates inside the waveguide, the ray accumulates a phase shift via 

the reflections at the illm/substrate and iIlm/cover interfaces (-21;. and -24e , 

respectively), and also because of the distance travelled through the medium. This path 

length is related to the angle of the ray inside the film. For constructive interference, 

the accumulated phase of the ray in the transvers dimension is given by: 
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Fig.2.1. Ray optics diagram for waveguides. 
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(2-3) 

where ko = 21(/). and h is the film thickness. v is an integer, it essentially quantizes the 

system and deimes the allowable internal angles, fJv ' As a result, v is known as the mode 

number, and the rays satisfying Eq. (2-3) characterize the modes of the waveguide. The 

propagation constant of the mode, Pv, is the axial component of the wavevector. In the 

zig-zag pattern of the ray picture, this leads to: 

(2-4) 

With this deimition, Eq. (2-3) is called the dispersion relation (also known as the 

-transverse resonance conditionW
) for an optical waveguide. It relates the index of the 

Itlm (and the cover and substrate, since they are in the expressions for the phase shifts 

upon reflection) to the propagation constant of the ray inside the waveguide. This is the 

central result of the ray optics approach. 

An extension of the ray optics approach is needed to treat the reflections of wave 

packets at the ilIm interf~~. Rather than simply reflecting off the interface boundary, 

the light wave experiences a lateral shift. This is known as the Goos-H nchen shift of 

total reflection (Kogelnik. 1982). In t.lte ray Ol'tics al'l'!O"'..ch, the C-oos-H nchen !2te:al 

shift is incorporated into the dispersion relation by defIning effective penetration depths, 

X. and Xc, into the S'olbstrate and cover materials, respectively. Thus, the ray appears to 

zig-zag through a film of weffectivew thickness, herr, where 
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(2-5) 

This thickness is always larger than the physical thickness of the dielectric f"Ilm. This 

deimition was included to agree with the results from the electromagnetic theory, to be 

discussed nexL 

Electromagnetic Theory of Optical Waveguides 

Although the ray optics approach is pictorially very descriptive, it does not provide 

all the necessary information concerning the propagation of light through a waveguide. 

These omissions include the field proilles of the different waveguide modes, the power 

carried by a mode, or the interaction between modes, for example. As a result, a more 

complete method is needed, namely one based on the electromagnetic theory of the light 

in the waveguide. Again, since this subject has been analyzed thoroughly elsewhere, only 

the important ideas and equations will be provided here. 

The basic approach is to satisfy Maxwell's equations in each of the regions (cover, 

i1lm, and substrate) subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. The solutions are 

assumed to have a periodic time dependence and that the solutions are modes of the 

waveguide. TIrls woda1 property means ttJiit ali the z-dependence in tile fieias is limited 

to the phase factor. For example; 

H(x, y, Z, t) = "1 (x, y)exp(iwt)exp( -iP" z) + c.c. , (2-6) 

where w is the angular frequency, v is the mode number, and {JII is the propagation 



constant of mode v. An added assumption for planar waveguides is that the light is 

conf'med in only one dimension and that the index variation are also only in one 

dimension (x in this geometry). Thus there is no variations in the y direction, meaning 

that a/CJy = O. This is true for planar waveguides, since there is no conf'mement in the y 

dimension. For channel waveguides, this assumption is not valid. 

A further simplification (before solving Maxwell's equations) is to select the 

polarization of the light in the waveguide: TE modes, with zero longitudinal electric 

field (E. - 0), or TM modes, with zero longitudinal magnetic field (~ - 0). Using the 

polarization deimitions and the assumptions above, Maxwell's equations are easily 

transformed into a wave equation for Ey (for TE) or for Ry (for TM). In particular, for 

TM polarization, 

(2-7) 

Solutions in each of the three regions (cover. ttIm. substrate) are "assumed". taking into 

account the boundary conditions at the interfaces and at teo. The boundary conditions at 

the interface require that Ry and E. be continuous, and that as x - teo, Ry - O. As a 

result the solutions to the wave equation in each medium are (Kogelnik,1982): 

Ry ... ~exp[-1e(X - h)] 

Iiy = Hrcos(ltrx - IPs) 

By ... H.expb.x) 

for h < x 

for 0 < x < h 

for x < o. 
(2-8) 

~, Hr, and II. are the field maxima in each region. The decay and propagation 

constants are deimed as: 
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,q z: nIk% - f3% (2-9a) 

1% = f3% - n%k% = _I_ • ... q,~' 

where: 

(2-9b) 

and where Xc and X. are the penetration depths defined earlier, and N is the effective 

mode index (P/kJ. By applying the boundary conditions at the illm/substrate interface: 

(2-10) 

This is the same equation as that obtained by considering the phase change upon total 

internal reflection at the iJIm/substrate interface. At the illm/cladding interface, the 

boundary conditions require: 

_2 _ 

tan(JC.h - " ) .. !!L k 
". • n~ "t 

== tan~c (2-11) 

This last correspondence results in the dispersion relation for the TM modes: 
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ICch - tPs - tPc = VIr , (2-12) 

which is the same as EQ. (2-3). The power per unit guide width carried by the mode is: 

(2-13) 

where he« is the effective thickness of the waveguide. As in the ray approach, the 

effective thickness compensates for the fact that some of the guided wave power 

penetrates into the substrate and the cover; that is, the power is not completely commed 

within the C"tJm thickness. 

This theory can be extended to include more layers than simply the three specified 

above. In particular, for gratings with a rectangular prof"1le miIled into the [JIm surface, 

the grating region can be treated as an additional cover layer whose thickness is the 

grating depth and whose index, n" is given by (Streiffer et al.,1976): 

n~ := [n~w + n1(A - w)VA , (2-14) 

Here A. is the grating peri~ and w is the widt.1t of the ~rat1ng ·toot.~· in t.~e ccve:-

material. Thus Dc is a weighted average of the [Ilm and cover indices. Such a procedure 

can be applied to buffer layers or protective overlayers as wen. 



Grating couplers 

In the descriptions of waveguide modes above, it was assumed that the light was 

already commed inside the waveguide. In most all cases, however, the light originates 

outside the waveguide structure and must be cc~jjled into the IIlm. Conversely, it is 

often necessary or desirable to couple the light out of the waveguide to analyze or detect 

the signal, or to transfer the power from one device to another. Three methods have 

been extensively used in past end-nre. prism. and grating coupling. In end-lIre 

coupling. the incident light is focused onto a cross-sectional edge of the IIlm. The beam 

size is chosen to match the proItle of the excited mode. usually the lowest order mode. 

Theoretically the conversion eff"lciency approaches 100% (with an appropriate 

antireflection coating to eliminate the Fresnel reflection). but this requires very clean and 

flat coupling regions. Otherwise. much of the light can be scattered into higher order 

modes or into radiation modes. Excitation of specif"lc higher order modes is also very 

difficult, since their mode patterns are very different from the usual fundamental 

Gaussian input beam prof"Ile. Very small misalignments can also change the coupling 

rather dramatically. since the Itlm thickness is usually of the order of Ipm.. For these 

reasons. end-fire coupling is not widely used for planar waveguides. 

~ distributed couplers, such as gratings and ~ri..s!!!S. 2!e used. !n pdsm 

coupling. a prism is placed on top of the waveguide so that a thin air gap is formed 

between them. Light is incident th .. ""Ough the prism hypotenuse face onto the prism base 

over the air gap. There. total internal reflection (TIR) occurs for angles greater than the 

critical angle. However. during TIR, an evanescent tail penetrates into the air gap. If 

the gap is small enough, then energy in the tail can interact with and excite a mode of 
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the waveguide under the appropriate phasematching conditions. 

One requirement for prism coupling. however. is that the index of the prism must be 

greater than that of the waveguide mode index. For high index itlms and substrates such 

as InSb on GaAs. this requirement presents severe limitations on the available prism 

materials. Such high index materials also tend to be opaque. and thus alignment becomes 

extremely difi1CUlt. As a result, grating couplers are the only practical coupling scheme. 

Gratings also offer a number of advantages over prisms. Firstly. they are much more 

compatible with integrated optics technology due to their size and compactness. Also. 

there is greater repeatability in the coupling efficiency. since the grating shape and depth 

are iJXed.. This is in contrast to the prism, for which the coupling spot changes each time 

the prism is taken off and then replaced (for example. to clean the i1lm). Thirdly. the 

i1lm is less susceptible to damage. either due to scratches from the prism, or from the 

pressure applied in trying to obtain a good coupling spot. 

With gratings as the desirable coupling method. it is worthwhile describing the 

coupling process in a little more detail. AU of the gratings considered here will be ion 

milled into the film at the i1lm/cover interface. As described earlier. the waveguide can 

support a discrete number of modes. with each mode having a characteristic longitudinal 

(2-15) 

where leo is the free-space wavenumber (leo = 27r/>"). 8" is the zig-zag angle deimed in 

the ray optics theory. and N" is the effective mode index. To excite one of these modes, 
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the incident beam must be phasematched to that mode. In terms of wavevectors, this 

means that the longitudinal wave vector component of the incident signal must equal the 

propagation constant of the mode. This condition, however,· can never be satisfied by 

the incident beam alone. As a result, an additional wavevector component is necessary to 

achieve the phasematching. This component is provided by a grating of period A, which 

has an weffectivew wavevector of 27f/ A. Thus, for wavevector conservation: 

(2-16) 

This relation is shown graphically in Fig. 2.2. Here, 8'11 is the incident angle with respect 

to the waveguide normal. This equation is the well-known Bragg phasematching 

condition. It shows that each waveguide m~e has a characteristic incident angle that 

satisfies the phasematching condition. This angle can be positive or negative, depending 

upon the wavelength and grating period. For multimode waveguides, each mode can be 

selectively excited by the appropriate choice of the coupling angle, s;,. This fact, along 

with the dispersion relation, allows for the determination of the idm index and thickness. 

By measuring the coupling angles for two waveguide modes, the mode indices for the 

two modes are determined. The idm index and thickness, however, are constant for the 

two situations (for a ilxed wavelength). Thus, by simultaneously solving the dispersion 

reiatioD ior each mode, wiues for the fiim index and thickness can be determined. 

Conversely, the coupling angles for different wavelengths or periods can be calculated, 

provided that the material index dispersion is not too greaL 

By symmetry arguments, gratings not only convert incident, free-space waves into 

guided waves, they also convert guided waves into free-space, outcoupled waves. 
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Fig. 2.2 Wavevecror conservation for input g&-ating coupling. 
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Analysis of the outcoupling process provides important information concerning the 

coupling efficiency of gratings. When a lossless guided mode encounters a region with a 

periodic perturbation, the mode is converted into a "leaky" wave which radiates into the 

surrounding medium. In this case, the guided wave propagation constant becomes 

complex: 

fo-p--ia, (2-17) 

where fJ' and a are real quantities that depend upon the unperturbed system. As a result, 

the field amplitude in the perturbation region decreases exponentially with distance. This 

implies that the outcoupled field also decreases exponentially just above the sample 

surface. The characteristic length for the outcoupler is: 

I Ie = - , a 
(2-18) 

where a is known as the leakage factor. Ie is the coupling length, def"med as the distance 

over which the f"reld amplitude under the grating decreases by a factor of lie. For 

output coupling gratings of lengths L, such that L » Ie' all the incident guided wave 

signal is outcoupled. Applying reciprocity, this means that an incident beam can 

experience 100% incoupling efficiency if it has an exponential prof"de and a lIe value of 

Ie (and if there are no scattering losses due to defects in the gratings). In most 

experimental situations, however, the input sigI'.2l h2s a Gaussian, rather than an 

exponential, proIIle. As a result, the coupling efficiency, fie' is determined by an overlap 

integral (from:teo) between the input beam and the optimum beam shape (Ulrich,1973): 
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(2-19) 

where ~ is the incident. Gaussian beam profile, while Ea is the optimum, exponential 

prof'lle required for 100% coupling. This integral is a measure of the mismatch between 

the incident signal and the optimum profile. Using this formula, the maximum coupling 

efficiency for a grating coupler with a Gaussian input is 81%. This '7e is obtained with 

the Gaussian liWl/e equal to (0.684)*/e and with the center of the beam positioned le/2 

away from the edge of the grating. This configuration is shown in Fig. 2.3. A good 

input coupler, however, is also a good output coupler. Thus, as soon as light is coupled 

into the waveguide, the grating couples some of the light back out. As a result, the input 

beam is positioned to mayjmize the guided wave power at the grating edge (where no 

more interaction takes place). Again, the values quoted above are for a -perfect" grating, 

in which no signal is lost due to absorption, or due to scattering into other guided modes 

or into radiation modes (ie., scattered into the air or the substrate). Each of these losses 

leads to a decrease in the coupling efficiency. The field amplitude under the grating for 

the optimum position is shown in Fig. 2.4. 

One major difference between grating and prism output coupling is that gratings 

have two leakage channels, or directions, for the signal to radiate into. That is, the 

guided wave couples out into the cover and t.i!e substrate regions. Th!s OCC'.!."'S 

independent of the interface at which the grating is located. The relative amounts of 

energy in each direction depend upon the grating design as well as the sample and 

waveguiding parameters. These parameters (grating depth, proIIle, period and quality, 

the mode number, the idm and substrate indices) all effect the overall efficiency. The 

maximum leakage factor occurs for symmetric rectangular profiles, with an aspect ratio 
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Fig. 2.3. Optimum incident beam position on the sample and the grating. Ie is the 
coupling iength of the grating. 
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field under 
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Fig. 2.4. Field amplitude prof'lle under the grating (optimum beam position). The field 
amplitude maximum occurs at the edge of the grating. 
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(dermed as the average grating -tooth- width divided by the grating period) of 0.5 (Lee 

and Streifer,1978). The maximum efficiency decreases somewhat for sinusoidal, 

trapazoidal and triangular profiles. In the grating fabrication, however, the proIIle shape 

is not always controllable. The optimum grating depth is inversely related to the guided 

wave field decay length into the cladding, "Tc ' at the rIlm/cover interface. For depths 

greater than Il1c' a saturation in the leakage occurs, thus making the added depth 

unnecessary (Tamir and Peng,1977). The depth of the grating is usually less than 10% of 

the rdm thickness (private communications with Dr. Lifeng Li; Weller-Brophy and 

Hall, 1988). Grating depths greater than this would make the grating more than a 

-perturbation- of the film surface, and many of the calculations based upon perturbation 

theory would no longer be valid. 

IDSb and Semiconductor Background: Linear and Nonlinear 

With the optical waveguide theory well understood, an appropriate material system is 

necessary to study the linear and nonlinear characteristics of the grating structures and of 

the material itself. The linear optical properties of bulk InSb have been investigated for 

!lw.te some time, with ear!y work aimed at gainiiig a better understanding of 

semiconductor materials (Kane,1957), as well as for practical uses, such as for IR 

detectors or radiation sources (Alien and Mackintosh,1955). Around the same time, 

nonlinear effects in the absorption spectra were noted in heavily doped samples (Gobeli 

and Fan,I960). A number of years later large, all-optical nonlinearities in InSb were 

observed and studied in bulk samples (Miller, D.A.B. el ai.,1978, 1980, 1981) The 
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presence of this large nonlinearity made InSb a useful material for investigating 

nonlinearities in waveguide structures. The large power densities achievable in 

waveguides would utilize such nonlinearities, but with low incident powers. Before 

discussing the nonlinear grating experiments, the basic linear and nonlinear properties of 

InSb will be reviewed. 

IiiSb has a zincbiend/diamond crystai structure, with a smaa direct energy bandgap 

at k - O. At room temperature, the bandgap is O.l7ev (7.3,nn). However, at 17K, the 

bandgap increases in energy to O.23eV (S.39pm). For temperatures greater then lOOK, 

the band gap bas a linear temperature dependence, with dE,/dT - -2.9*10-4 eV /K 

(Roberts and Quarrington,19SS). Typical absorption measurements are shown in Fig. 2.S. 

This data shows the very sharp edge in the absorption spectra. as well as the shift in the 

bandedge as a function of temperature. The exponential absorption tail at longer 

wavelengths (especially at higher temperatures) is caused by a broadening of the 

conduction and valence bands due to impurities and defects in the crystal lattice. This is 

commonly known as the Urbach tail. These randomly oriented imperfections also 

generate loca1 f"relds that perturb the band structure and broaden the bandedge. As the 

sample temperature increases, the crystal lattice expands and the atomic oscillations 

correspondingly increase. These fluctuations are another source of the broadening of the 

bandedge. As a result. the room-temperature absorption coefficient at 10!'Dl (almost 

O.oSev from the bandgap) is of the order of 12cm-1 (HolDi, 1985). 

The effective masses for the holes and electrons are m: - 0.4 and m! - 0.014S, 

respectively. This value for m! is very small with respect to other semiconductors; as a 

result, the condu~uOn trcUld is veri narrow. This has strong consequences when nonlinear 
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processes are involved. As electrons are excited from the valence band to the conduction 

band, they quickly thermaIize to the bottom of the band and the available states easily 

become iilled. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, these states are no longer available 

for allowed transitions. This results in a shift of the absorption edge toward larger 

energies (shorter wavelengths), as shown in Fig. 2.6. This feature was iust noticed 

separately by Burstein (Burstein, 1954) and by Moss (Moss et al. 1960) in heavily doped 

InSb sampies where the excess iree carriers rilled the lower states in the conduction band. 

It is known as the Burstein-Moss shift, or the bandf"illing nonlinearity. When the excess 

carriers are generated by an optical field, the effect is known as the -dynamic· Burstein

Moss shift. This is the dominant optical nonlinear mechanism observed in bulk InSb at 

low temperatures. 

There are other physical processes that can occur during the high excitation 

conditions involved in nonlinear optics. These processes have been included in a partly 

phenomenological plasma theory developed by Banyai and Koch (Banyai and 

Koch, 1986). The theory is based upon the interactions between excited electron-hole (e

h) pairs in an optically generated plasma Included are contributions due to a screened 

Coulomb potential, bandgap renormali2ation, broadening due to the scattering of the e-h 

pairs by imperfections or impurities, and bandfilling. With these contributions, an 

optical response function for the density-dependent absorption of the material can be 

calculated. Using the Kramers-Kronig relations, the change in the index of refraction 

can be obtained from the change in Lite absorption due to an increase in the e-h density, 

N. This density is determined by the rate equation: 
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dN = _ N + Q(N,liw)I 
dt l' liw ' 

(2-20) 

where l' is the e-h pair lifetime, a is the density- and frequency-dependent absorption, 

liw is the photon energy, and I is the incident intensity. In steady state, dN/dt = 0, and 

thus a relationship between the intensity and the density is found. Typical responses for 

the absorption and index change for InSb are shown in Fig. 2.7. As can be seen, large 

index changes are predicted for relatively small excitation densities. 

The plasma theory deals with nonlinearities due to the generation of carriers. 

Another nonlinear mechanism, which often times dominates in CW experiments, is the 

thermal nonlinearity. When excited e-h pails recombine, they usually do so non-

radiatively. The released energy is transferred either to the lattice (with the generation 

of a phonon), or to a free electron which later relaxes (Auger recombination). Also, 

when light is incident upon the material but no new carriers are generated in the process, 

then the absorbed energy is given to free carriers already present. When these carriers 

relax at the bandedge. the excess energy is transferred to the lattice, again with the 

generation of phonons. These pro: mes contribute to an increase in the local temperature 

of the sample. This temperature increase causes the crystal lattice to expand and the 

atomic oscillations about their equilibrium point to increase. This, in tum, leads to a 

modification of the band gap e!!erg}'. Th!s shift i:: ta'le bandgap causes a change in the 

absorption, as seen earlier in Fig. 2.6. Associated with this absorption shift is a change in 

the index of refraction, again via the Kramers-Kronig relations. Tnis change is intensity 

dependent, since the number of free carriers (and the number of phonons) is intensity 

dependent. Thus. the refractive index can be modified thermally by varying the incident 

intensity. 
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Theoretically, the change in the sample temperature due to the excitation of electron-

hole pairs can be described by the equation (Gibbs et al. 1985): 

(2-21) 
,. 

where T is the temperature, C is the product of the specific heat and the density, q is the 

percentage of nonradiative electron-hole recombinations, r is the lifetime of the electrons 

and holes. rT is the transverse thermal conduction time and L is the longitudinal thermal 

conduction coefficient. For steady state operation, Eqs. (2-20) and (2-21) can be 

combined to give: 

(2-22) 

The temperature distribution, and thus the index distribution, in the sample can be 

modifled by an incident source (the second term on the RHS). This generates a thermal. 

intensity-dependent index of refraction. 

These nonlinearities. in particular the thermal nonlinearity, were exploited to 
.i 

investigate tile effects of a nonlinear index on the operation of grarliiB structures in 

waveguides. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAMPLE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 

The use of thin f'llms as optical waveguides for integrated optical systems is 

predicated upon the ability to grow good quality (i.e. low loss) f'Ilms, as well as the ability 

to couple light into and out of the waveguide with high efficiency. One such method of 

coupling is with ion-milled surface relief gratings. As compared to prisms, gratings have 

the advantages of being compatible with integrated systems and being usable with high 

index f'Jlms such as InSb. The quality of the grating and f'Ilm, however, determine the 

actual eff'lCiency of the system. In this chapter, the grating and f'Ilm fabrication 

processes are presented, and the techniques to analyze the waveguiding system are 

described, both at room temperature and at low temperatures. Since the gratings were 

used, in part, to determine the quality of the films, the grating fabrication will be 

described lust. 

Grating Fabrication 

Since the early implementation of diffraction gratings in spectrometers, etc., 

mechanical ruling of pa.-al1el grooves into a surface has been a standard technique of 

fabricating gratings. However, there are limitations to the minimum period that can be 

reliably generated. Electron beam lithography and reactive ion etching, procedures 

borrowed from the semiconductor industry, have proven very useful in forming small-
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period gratings with smooth, clean groove faces. Both procedures, however, require 

large, expensive machinery. They also make use of fixed-period masks to transfer the 

grating pattern onto the sample. For waveguide applications, especially in the initial 

testing phases, gratings of many different and specific periods are desired and often 

required. For this reason an interference technique is used to generate a periodic mask 

in a photoresist layer on the surface of the sample. The periodicity is changed by 

varying the interference pattern. When the photoresist molecules are exposed to light, 

the bonds of the molecules are broken, thus changing the characteristics of the 

photoresist material. When the exposed resist is placed in a developing solution, the 

exposed regions are dissolved. This generates the desired mask on the material surface. 

The actual grating is generated by ion milling the sample through the mask. 

Sample Preparation 

Fabrication of gratings for waveguide applications has been thoroughly studied and 

reported by many authors (Li, 1988; Austin and Stone, I 976;Johnson et m.,1978). Thus 

the fabrication procedure will only be reviewed here, with the emphasis placed on the 

problems with, and/or differences between the present procedure and those previously 

reported. 

The samples used were InSb films grown on various substrate materials (CaF2, GaAs, 

znSe, quartz). Since the grating fabrication occurred after the ilim growth, the gratings 

were formed at the ilim/air interface. The sample was cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner 

using Linquinox (a commercially available cleaner), acetone, and methanol. Efforts were 

made not to wipe across the surface of the film, since InSb is a rather soft material and is 
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easily scratched. After baking the sample at 2000C to evaporate any absorbed water, the 

sample was spin-coated with Shipley 1400-17 positive photoresist at 100% concentration 

(i.e., pure photoresist). This strong concentration was used so that relatively deep 

gratings could be fabricated. The spin rate was 4.0K rpm, which resulted in a 

photoresist thickness of 0.38pm. The spin time was adjusted so that the thickness of the 

resist did not change (i.e., it had reached a steady state). This was facilitated by 

observing the change in the color of the interference pattern (due to the multiple 

interference of the room lights) in the resist layer as the thickness decreased. When the 

color stopped changing, the photoresist had reached a steady state thickness. There was a 

radial proiIle to the photoresist thickness, especially near the edges of the sample. 

However~ the central region (where the gratings were to be fabricated) appeared fairly 

uniform. The sample was then ·soft baked- at 900C for 30 minutes to increase the 

photosensitivity of the resist. and then cooled to room temperature in preparation for 

exposure; typically this took another 30 minutes. 

Exposure 

The experimental arrangement for exposure of the photoresist is shown in Fig. 3.IA. 

The laser was a Liconix HeCd, operating at 441.6nm. Though the sensitivity of the 

photoresist ".~ &1Ot as 8&-ea: a: ta'iis waveleligtb as at shorter waveiengths (i.e., in the U-V), 

the ease in alignment and the relatively high powers available at 441.6nm (20 - 40 mWat 

the laser output) made this wavelength desirable. The laser output was spatially iIltered 

using a lmm focal length objective and a 3.0pm pinhole. The beam was recollimated 

using a 270mm focal length lens that generated a large, Gaussian proiIle. Typical powers 

at the sample were 200pW over a Icm! detector area. Only a small, central portion of the 
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expanded beam was used to generate the interference pattern (2.Smm). This resulted in 

high contrast fringes, since the intensity in the two arms was approximately equal, and 

fairly uniform. 

The generation of the interference pattern was accomplished using a very simple and 

elegant method (Xu et aJ.,198S), as shown in Fig. 3.IB. The resist-covered sample was 

placed perpendicular to a planar, reference mirror, both of which were mounted on a 

stepped, motor-controlled, rotation stage. The line of intersection between the sample 

and the mirror was centered over the axis of rotation of the stage, as well as centered on 

the exposing laser beam. Thus, half of the incident beam intersected the sample directly, 

while the other half reflected off the mirror and then illuminated the sample at an angle, 

S. This angle was the same as that between the incident beam and the sample normal. 

The angle determined the period of the interference pattern (and thus the eventual 

grating period) through the equation: 

~ 
A - 15inS' (3-1) 

Typical periods for input and output grating couplers were 2.5 - 3.0pm, which required S 

~ 10 degrees. Although the rotation stage was motor controlled, with step sizes of 0.6min 

difficulties in determining the sample normal to this same accuracy. The sample normal 

(with respect to the incident beam) could not be determined, since the photoresist would 

be exposed during this procedure. As a result, the normal was determined using the 

reference mirror. Thus, any deviations from orthogonality between the sample and the 

mirror resulted in variations in the grating period. These variations in period were quite 
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small (less than O.OI#'m). This caused no difficulties for the input/output couplers, since 

a small change in the period resulted in only a small change in the coupling angle. 

However, for the OFB gratings, the period was very critical. If the actual period was too 

different from the designed period, then the center wavelength of the OFB resonance 

would be outside the wavelength range of the laser (see Chapter 5). The change induced 

in the OFB center wavelength due to a change in the period is given by: 

LUo = 2N~A.:::!: 7M , (3-2) 

where N is the waveguide mode index. Thus, an error in the period of O.()()8~ would 

result in a change in the center wavelength of O.OS6#'m, which is outside the wavelength 

range of the laser. If this occurred, the whole procedure would have to be repeated. 

The ultimate goal of the photoresist grating was to form a mask for the ion-milling 

process. In general, there is an inverse relationship between the exposure and 

development times. When the photoresist is exposed for longer time periods, more of the 

resist is chemk:ally changed, making it easier for the developer to dissolve this exposed 

portion of photoresist The converse is also true. Since there were often subtle 

differences each time the process was done (such as exact photoresist thickness or laser 

power at the sample), monitoring of the exposure and/or development was desirable. 

Due to the relationship described above, only one of the processes needed to be 

monitored. Since the development was the last step to be done, any problems occurring 

during the exposure could be ·compensated for- in the development process. As a result, 

the exposure time was rlXed and the development was monitored. The exposure time 

was set fer 25sec rei Iasei powers of ~OO#'W /em!. Tnis value was chosen to assure that 
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light from the interference pattern penetrated all the way through the photoresist to the 

film surface. If a second grating was desired on the same sample (i.e., input and output 

gratings being fabricated at the same time), the sample was then rotated .by 180 degrees 

and positioned so as to obtain the desired separation between the two gratings. Efforts 

were made to assure that all the gratings (couplers and the DFB) were parallel to each 

other to avoid any angular effects in the grating coupling or the DFB reflection. This 

W2S dc::.e by cleavmg the sides of the sample to be paraliei to each other, and then using 

a parallel spacer to vertically position the sample in the center of the incident beam. 

Development 

Once the phase grating was generated in the photoresist, the next procedure was the 

development. The developer was Micropost 351, diluted with water to a concentration of 

1:5 (developer:water), used at a temperature of 22OC. The concentration of the developer 

determined the speed of the processing. This concentration was selected to allow time to 

adjust the monitoring apparatus. The sample was held vertically (the plane of the sample 

surface was perpendicular to the table) and perpendicular to an incident HeNe 

monitoring beam, as shown in Fig. 3.2. A HeNe laser was chosen because the photoresist 

was insensitive to this wavelength. When the sample was lowered into the developer, the 

1" order diffracted beam. from the grating was detected and monitored on a chart 

recorder. A typical trace is shown in Fig. 3.3A. As time progressed, the depth of the 

grating increased until the sample surface was reached (i.e., where the exposure was the 

greatest). This marked the maximum grating depth, although the diffracted signal 

continued to increase. The maximum in the diffracted beam. occurred when an equal 

amount of photoresist had been developed and dissolved away as still iemained on the 
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sample. Schematically, this is shown in Fig. 3.3B. The diffraction maximum occurred 

when the areas of the two different shaded regions in Fig. 3.3B were equal. The 

important result from the monitoring was the determination of this maximum in the 

diffraction efficiency, which meant that a periodic pattern in the surface of the sample 

was exposed and was ready for ion-milling (Li et al.,1987; Nakano and Tada, 1988). 

When this peak in the diffracted signal was reached, the sample was quickly taken 

out of the developer solution and rinsed in water to stop any further development. The 

sample was then baked at lOOOC for 30 minutes to harden the remaining photoresist 

mask. This was done to increase the photoresist's resistance to the ion-milling, thus 

increasing the ratio of the milling rates between the lUm and the photoresist. 

lon-millin8 of the loSb Films 

To generate a grating coupler in the waveguide from a photoresist mask, a means of 

milling or etching is required. Some work has previously been done using the photoresist 

mask as the grating coupler. This scheme, however, would not be feasible for the 

present experiments since the photoresist absorbs very strongly at the CO: laser 

wavelengths. The availability of an ion-milling apparatus (converted from a Denton RF 

mag;.e:"'vn sputter.ng iiliiCtaine) made this method the one oi choice. Work had recently 

been conducted in the group using "reactive" ion milling of silica glass substrates, in 

which Freon ions bombarded the sample and chemically reacted with the unmasked 

portions of the sample. This technique did not apply to the InSb illms. since there was 

no reaction between the Freon and the InSb. As a result, a method analogous to 

sputtering was used. The.sample was mounted 18cm above and perpendicular to the ion 
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source inside the vacuum chamber. The chamber was pumped down to lxIO-S torr, and 

then rilled with a flow of argon. The pressure was maintained at 5xIO-& torr. A plasma 

of Ar ions- was generated using a Commonwealth Instruments ion gun, with the 

accelerator voltage of SOO volts and a beam current of 20mA. The Ar ions bombarded 

the sample, sputtering away the different materials (InSb and photoresist) at their 

different characteristic etching rates. For I.OmA/cmJ beam current density and normal 

incidence, the etch rates for InSb and the photoresist were I4Onm/min and 240m/min, 

respectively (instruction manual for Commonwealth Scientific Corporation ion source). 

Although the milling was not always done at normal incidence (due to the profile of the 

photoresist mask), the ratio of the etching rates for the two materials was very large, 

allowing the ilIm to be milled to the desired depth before the mask was milled away. 

Although the etching rate of InSb was known, small changes in the mask proItle, 

residual photoresist in the Ru.mr.askedn regions, or variations in the beam current at the 

sample could gready effect the actual milling rate. As a result, monitoring of the milling 

process became very useful. A HeNe beam was introduced into the chamber through a 

window in the side of the vacuum chamber. Three mirrors inside the chamber were used 

to direct the HeNe beam onto the grating in a first-order Litrow configuration; that is, 

the angle of incidence onto the grating was the same angle as that of the reflected IlI'St-

order diffracted signal. This meant that tlte path of the d!ff~tec! ~~ :e~-d t.~t of 

the incident beaD4 exiting the chamber through the same window. The actual angle was 

adjusted to be slightly off this Litrow a.,gle so that the diffracted beam could be detected 

with a power meter without vignetting the incident beam. 



The monitoring was based upon the variation in diffraction efficiency as a function 

of the grating depth. Although there is no rigorous theory to describe the process, tests 

showed that the magnitude of the diffracted signal oscillated with respect to the milling 

time, and thus with respect to the depth of the milled grating (Li,1988). One full 

oscillation approximately corresponded to a change in the depth of the grating of half the 

monitoring wavelength (>. - 632.8nm). A simplistic explanation of this result was based 

upon the interference between the diffracted beams from the top and the bottom of a 

rectangular grating. as shown in Fig. 3.4. As the grating depth increased. the phase 

difference between the two diffracted beams oscillated with the period of >'/2. This 

oscillation in the phase corresponded to an oscillation in the diffracted intensity. Thus, 

the depth of the grating could be determined by observing the number of periods 

through which the diffracted intensity varied with milling time. A typical trace for the 

milling process is given in Fig. 3.5. This monitoring would be worthwhile only if the 

desired grating depth was greater than >.;2. As a result, for grating depths of O.3Spm of 

less, the monitoring procedure would not be useful. For these situations, milling rates 

calibrated from thicker i1lms were used to determine the length of time to miII. The 

depths determined by the monitoring or by the milling time were compared with SEM 

photographs of the gratings. The grating periods were used to calibrate the length scales 

on the SEM pictures. The pictures were taken after all experiments with the particular 

sample were completed, since the SEM process ~...s destructive. The agreement between 

the SEM measurements and the monitoring was quite good, within the 8% accuarracy of 

the SEM photooomphs. 

Once the grating was milled, the sample was placed llI'St in a photoresist remover 

solution and then in acetone and methanoi to clean off the remaining photoresist. This 
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left the sample ready to be tested. A sumlnary of the grating fabrication process is 

schematically shown in Fig. 3.6. 

Film. Fabrication and Characterization 

Before proceeding to the explanation of the nonlinear experiments, a brief discussion 

of the different InSb itlm fabrication processes and the idm characterization procedures 

is given. Emphasis is given on the problems involved with the different film growth 

techniques and their effects· on the utility of the thin f"Ilms as waveguides. 

Nose Films 

The iJI'St samples studied were obtained from Dr. A. Claussen at Naval Oceans 

System Center (Nose). They were grown via sputtering techniques on glass substrates. 

E~amjnation of the samples under a microscope showed a large number of pits and peaks 

on the sample surface, with diameters ranging from 2Spm to 2pm. The surface 

appearance was quite "cloudy", reminiscent of an oxide layer. After gratings were 

fabricated on the samples, linear coupling experiments were attempted. Because the glass 

substrates were not transparent at the CO: wavelengths, only the specular reflection was 

monitored. .A.,e!!:e =mp!e ~"::S &etated with . respect to the incident iaser beam, no 

resonances in the reflected signal were ever detected. A possible explanation for this was 

poor grating quality, since the grating fabrication process was also in its early, trial 

phases. Another major factor was probably poor optical film quality, with large voids 

and impurities in the polycrystalline film structure. Besides causing large scattering and 

absorption losses, these defects would have affected the film index. A large reduction in 
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the expected film index corresponded to a much larger coupling angle, approaching 90 

degrees. If the change was too large, the phasematching condition (Eq. (2-16» could not 

be satisfied. Since these samples would not be useful for nonlinear experiments (due to 

the absorbing substrates), further work with these samples was not pursued. 

Illinois Films 

New samples were obtained from Professor J. Greene at the University of Dlinois, 

Champaign-Urbana, who was studying the electrical properties of InSb II1m material. He 

agreed to grow itlms thick enough to act as waveguides at IOpm. The films were grown 

via a slow, sputtering technique on single crystal, Imm thick CaFz substrates. Using X

ray diffraction, the predominant film orientation was in the [III] direction, which was 

the same as the substrates. Under a microscope, the surface looked quite smooth, with 

pits of the order of Spm diameter covering less than 0.1% of the surface. There were 

also some very small pits (diameter less that lpm), again covering less than 0.1% of the 

surface. Input and output gratings were then milled into the films. Since the substrate 

was mostly mmsparent at 10pm, the signal transmitted through the film and the substrate 

was monitored. This signal was much easier to observe than the reflected signal, since 

the detector did not have to be moved as the sample was rotated. The sample was thin 

e!!Ough S!' !hat t.~re w:s very little late&a! shift of the signal due to the change in the 

angle of incidence onto the sample. A coupling resonance was observed in the 

transmission due to excitation of a guided mode, but the width of the resonance was 

extremely large: IS - 20 degrees. From coupling theory, the width of the resonance was 

related to the dissipative losses in the system, meaning that these i1lms were very lossy. 

Furthermore, no signal was detected from the output grating, meaning that the coupled 
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power was either absorbed or scattered into the cover or substrate before reaching the 

output coupler. Also, with such wide resonances, accurate determination of the angle for 

maximum coupling was not possible. This prevented useful calculations of the f"11m 

index and thickness from the waveguide dispersion relation. 

In order to check the quality of the gratings, the samples were broken and examined 

with the SEM. Unlike other mined IoSb samples, the grating region had a cone-like 

appearence, with the size and separation of the cone features being of the order of the 

wavelength, IOJ.Ull. An SEM photograph of the grating region is shown in Fig. 3.7A. 

The presence of these features was believed to be caused by columnar growth of the f"11m 

in the vertical direction, i.e., the direction of the milling ions (MacLeod, 1989). The 

void regions would become more pronounced when bombarded with the ions during 

milling. This surface structure in the coupling region caused large scattering of the 

incident and guided wave powers, contributing to the effective loss of the system. This 

cone-like relief occurred for all of the samples grown by the Dlinois group, and thus 

further work with them was also discontinUed. 

Sputtered Films Grown at OSC 

0-.0& g...-ouy also fabrwteG IDSb waveguides by sputtering inS"o onto poiycrystaiiine 

and single-crystal CaF 2' and onto znSe single crystal substrates. The system used was a 

Denton Vacuum Inc., model DV-504. Relatively thick samples were grown in an 

attempt to obtain multiple waveguide mode resonances. Gratings were then mined, with 

the periods chosen so that the expected coupling resonances would occur close to normal 

incidence. The thickness of the film (t = 4.3~m) was estimated from the sputtering rate 



Fig. 3.7. SEM photographs of milled waveguide gratings: 
A: Dlinois samples (sputtered IIlms); 
B: Bell Labs samples (MBE-grown IIlms). 
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of the InSb, while the assumed index was taken from previous work done with bulk InSb 

(Dr= 4.0; Holm, 1985). No resonances were observed. On one sample, however, the 

periods were accidentally fabricated larger than planned (A. = 2.9I'm). With this grating 

pair, two input coupling resonances (corresponding to two different waveguide modes) 

were obtained with each of the gratings. Using the waveguide dispersion relation (Eq. 

(2-3», the mm index was determined to be 3.62, almost 10% less than the bulk value. 

Tnis was the reason that no resonances were observed with the earlier, sputtered samples: 

the periods were too small to satisfy the wavevector phasematching condition. This big 

difference in the value of the index was probably due to the low packing density 

produced by the sputtering process as compared to bulk crystal growth. Also, the 

stoichiometry of the 111m was somewhat indium rich. This had been observed in 

previous work (Potter,I966), and was conf"umed by ESCA measurements. This was 

probably due to the different sticking coefficients of the indium and antimony atoms 

during the sputtering process. The width of the coupling resonances were of the order 

0.75 - 1.5 degrees FWHM with an unfocused beam. This was much less than the Dlinois 

f"Wns, though still quite a bit larger than that routinely observed in other waveguides, for 

example in 7059 glass waveguides at HeNe wavelengths. For such glass waveguides, the 

FWHM of the coupling resonance was of the order of a few minutes. 

After monitoring the specularly reflected and transmitted powers on and off the 

coupling resonance condition, an energy balance argument was used to estimate the input 

coupling efficiency to be ~7% at low powers. This value decreased as the incident power 

in~ a characteristic of a nonlinear grating coupler (see Chapter 4). Even though 

the grating pair was separated by only l.Smm, no outcoupled signal was ever detected. 

Given the minimum dei:ectabie signai of O.02mW, and a maximum input power of I.SW, 
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the dissipative losses in coupling and in propagation were at least SOcm-1. This value 

was much larger than the published values for room-temperature, bulk InSb. By varying 

the f"11m. growth parameters, no improvement in this value for the losses was ever 

obtained. One cause for concern was absorption in the CaP: substrate, since the CaP: 

absorption began to increase around 9.6pm. However, f"dms were also grown on znSe, 

whose absorption was less than O.OOScm-1 at IO.6I'm (IR Optics catalogue), and no 

outcoupied signals were observed with grating pairs on these samples either, although the 

coupling efficiencies were approximately the same. 

The physical appearance of the films and gratings observed using an optical 

microscope and the SEM was quite good, without the cone-like structure found in the 

milled regions of the Dlinois f"dms. The grating prof"des were trapazoidal, with a SO/SO 

duty cycle in the mi1led and unmilled portions of the grating. The sides of the gratings 

were generally smooth, with small residual clusters of InSb remaining. A typical grating 

is shown in Fig. 3.7B. 

Bell Labs Films 

Though some nonlinear coupling experiments were attempted with the OSC 

sputtered f"lIms. better samples grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MRE) were obt1ili!ed 

from Dr. T. H. Chiu at Bell Labs. In this case, "better" was defined as samples with 

Darrow coupling resonances (as narrow as 18min). These samples were grown in 

ultrahigh vacuum (chamber pressures of the order 10-10 torr), with good control of the 

substrate temperature, growth rate and sample purity. The samples were grown on 

singie-crystai GaAs substrates, with a thin AlSb buffer layer to reduce the lattice 
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mismatch between the substrate and the film. The lattice constants for the three 

materiaJs were (Ashcroft and Mermin. 1976): 

Material 

GaAs 

AISb 

InSb 

Lattice constant (om) 

.565 

.613 

.648 

Although there was still a mismatch of 5.5% between A1Sb and 1nSb, it was much less 

than the 14% between GaAs and InSb. X-ray diffraction was performed on the samples 

before gratings were milled. The results showed that the InSb grew predominantly in the 

[110] direction, which was the same as that of the substrate and the buffer layer. The 

angular position of the diffraction peak showed that there was little stress and strain in 

the mm, while the narrow angular width of the diffracted signal indicated long-range 

order in the 111m; ie., it was close to single crystal growth. The resolution of this width 

was instrument-limited. 

narrow. The actual values, however. depended upon the grating and mode used, whether 

the sample had the buffer layer or not, and whether a focusing iens was used. For one 

of the samples used in the nonlinear experiments, the FWHM of the angular coupling 

resonances changed from 17min to 28min to 48min for modes 0,1, and 2, respectively. 

For another sample grown under the same conditions, but without the buffer layer, the 
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resonances had widths of 24min, 39min, and 65min, respectively. Assuming all other 

parameters remained constant (in particular the grating quality), the addition of the 

buffer layer decreased the FWHM of the resonances, and thus the losses, by 30%. Also, 

the higher modes showed greater loss, since more of the guided wave power was near the 

i.tlm interfaces where scattering was the greatest. Other samples used, however, had 

wider resonances (of the order of 40 to 50 min FWHM). No correlation between the 

larger FWHM and any fabrication procedure could be found. All of the MBE-grown 

samples. however, had losses that were low enough and grating coupling efficiencies that 

were high enough to observe output coupled signals from grating pairs separated by 1.0 -

1.5mm. 

Using the energy balance between incident, reflected and transmitted light, the input 

coupling efficiencies were estimated as 15 - 25%. This was significantly larger than for 

earlier samples. These high coupling efficiencies were obtained with the sample placed 

in the focal plane of a Ge IS" focal length lens or a znSe 7S focal length lens. This 

high efficiency occurred because the beam waist of the focused beam was much closer to 

the optimum coupling length of the grating than the waist of the unfocused beam. 

The coupling resonance width, however, increased with decreasing beam waist size. 

This fact can best be !!!!de!'Stood by considering t.~e '.!.'avevecto&" components of the 

different beams. When the beam was unfocused, the wave vector consisted almost 

exclusively of one component. When the lens was added to the system, new wavevector 

components were generated over the Gaussian beam prof"Ile. As a result, there was a 

greater spread of wavevectors in the focussed incident beam than in the unfocussed 

beam. Both cases, however, shared the same dominant component which deimed the 
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optimum coupling angle. The spread in wavevectors corresponded to a spread in input 

coupling angles and thus an increased resonance width. This feature is theoretically 

shown in 'Fig. 3.8A (Li, 1989). Here the optimum beam size was larger than that of the 

unfocused beam. As the beam size decreased, the coupling resonance broadened with 

respect to the angular detuning. Experimentally, this was observed as shown in Fig. 

3.8B. Thus, the narrower coupling resonances occurred for the larger beam sizes, though 

this did not necessarily correspond to the highest coupling efficiency. That value was 

determined by the matching of the beam size to the coupling length of the grating. 

The coupling length for the gratings, as defined in the previous chapter, is the 

distance over which the amplitude of an incident guided wave field decreased by l/e due 

to leakage into a radiation field. This outcoupled field has an exponential prof'lle along 

the propagation axis just above the grating surface. In the Fraunhofer diffraction region, 

this prof'lle has a complex Lorentzian lineshape. Since the intensity is the quantity 

measured, the outcoupled intensity has a purely real Lorentzian proitle in the space 

domain, with a HWHM equal to the coupling length. To achieve the Fraunhofer domain, 

a 3" focal length Ge lens was set one focal length away from the sample. An aperture 

was positioned one focal length away on the other side of the lens, placing the aperture 

in the Fourier transform plane of the output grating. The aperture was translated 

h0r17nn!2!!y, wi!.~ t.~ sig.-=! being imaged vilto the detector. Different gratings had 

different coupling lengths, though they were all in the 0.4 - 1.0mm range, which were 

much smaller than the unfocused beam intensity diameter of 4.Smm FWI/e2. The 

coupling length was also dependent upon the waveguide mode. The lower waveguide 

modes tended to have longer coupling lengths. The grating with the longest coupling 

length corresponded to the smallest absorption and narrowest angular coupling resonance. 
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InSb Studies at 17K with a CO Laser 

The large optical nonlinearity previously observed in bulk InSb at 77K (Miller. D. A. 

B .• 1978) led to a strong interest in the nonlinear optical properties of thin f'xlm InSb 

waveguides. Before exploring the nonlinear properties of InSb waveguides at low (liquid 

nitrogen) temperatures. the linear properties of the films at these temperatures needed to 

be characterized. The goal was to confirm the presence of a well-def'med bandedge. To 

cool the samples. an MMR Technologies. Inc. microminiature refrigeration system. model 

K2200. was used. The system operation was based upon the Joule-Thomson cooling 

effect. High pressure. high purity nitrogen gas was passed through a very fine capillary 

tube and then allowed to expand. During the expansion. the gas cooled. Although the 

effect was small (O.lK/atm). the cooling was enhanced by incorporating a countercurrent 

heat exchanger that precooled the incoming high pressure gas. The cooling continued 

until the gas liquiired or until the sample heat load limited any further cooling. The 

refrigerator and sample were placed in a vacuum chamber to reduce the thermal 

conduction between the sample and the ambient air. A minimum chamber pressure of 1 

torr was required to maintain sample temperatures of 800K or less. The vacuum chamber 

bad two 18mm diameter CaF: windows for access to the sample with the incident CO 

laser beam. 

The samples were mounted on copper pads. with silicone paste added to improve the 

thermal conductivity between the two. The pads clamped onto the refrigerator/heat 

exchanger. More silicone paste was used there to also improve the cooling of the copper 

pads. The pad had dimensions of i 4 x i Omm. which limited the sample size to 14 x 
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9mm. Each pad had a 6.Smm diameter opening in the center which allowed detection of 

the CO laser signal transmitted through the substrate, as well as the guided wave signal 

coupled out via a grating. The temperature was monitored with a silicon ~ode built into 

the heat exchanger. Thus, it was the refrigerator temperature which was monitored 

instead of the sample temperature. In view of the negative results obtained from these 

iIlms (described later), no calibration of these two temperatures was done. 

The simplest measurement to conduct first was to monitor the change in the 

transmission of the sample as it was cooled from room temperature to ~8()oK. A low 

power CO beam was incident normal to the sample, and the transmitted signal was 

plotted as a function of the refrigerator temperature. This test was performed at many 

different wavelengths, ranging from S.2S - S.7S~m. A typical curve is shown in Fig. 3.9. 

As the temperature decreased. the transmission increased resulting from the thermal shift 

of the bandedge. Although an absolute value for the absorption could not be deduced 

from this data, the change in absorption could be calculated from the equation: 

(3-3) 

where L is the thickness of the itJm, T 2 and T 1 are the final and initial tranmissions, and 

~ and a 1 are the ilnai and initial absorptions. This equation assumes that the substrate 

transmiSSlon did not change with temperature. With the given change in the 

transmission, the absorption change was ~2200cm-l. This value was reproducible on 

different MBE-grown samples of different thicknesses. The experiment was repeated for 

the ba .... e GaAs substrate. The transmission remained constant over the whole temperature 
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range (with a small oscillation due to the index change of GaAs with respect to 

temperature; the average value. however. remained constant). indicating that the above 

transmission change was due to the film alone. 

The transmission of the sample as a function of wavelength at low temperatures was 

measured using various wavelengths from the CO laser. The wavelength ranged from 5.2 

to 5.8J.Oll. with the incident power maintained at a constant. low value. The results of 

this test are shown in Fig. 3.10. Clearly. the transmission increased for longer 

wavelengths, corresponding to a decrease in the absorption. The absolute value of the 

absorption coefficient was difficult to obtain from transmission measurements, since the 

f'lIm thickness was quite small. Published value for the absorption of InSb at S.5pm is 

18SOcm-l at room temperature (Holm, 1985). This published value appears to be 

significantly lower than those of the present samples. In particular. the room 

temperature value was less than the calculated change in the absorption from 300K to 

80K (2200cm-l). From input/output coupling measurements at low temperature. the 

absorption ranged from 4Ocm-1 at S.75Jjm to 6Ocm-1 at 5.35Jjm. These values were 

higher than those obtained in pure. bulk samples (Miller.1978). The change in the 

absorption over the laser wavelength range was smaller than previously observed in bulk 

samples (Jameson, 1987). To calculate these absorption values. the coupling efficiencies 

of the gratings were used. Since the accuracy of the efficiency va!ees w.:s no: very hlgh. 

there was a relatively large error in the absorption calculations. 

In spite of this larger absorption, efforts were made to observe electronic 

nonlinearities at CO laser wavelengths. In order to reduce thermal effects, a mechanical 

chopper (3600 RPMl with an aperature opening of 2 degrees was inserted into the beam 
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path to generate 80psec "pulses" at a duty cycle of 180: 1. The incident beam was grating 

coupled into the sample, and the throughput signal outcoupled by a second grating was 

monitored by a liquid nitrogen-cooled Ge doped:Au photoconductive detector. A 

schematic diagram of the set-up is shown in Fig. 3.11. The intensity of the incident 

beam was varied by a wedged interference Idter. This design allowed for attenuation of 

the CO laser beam over 3 orders of magnitude without modifying the beam proIde or 

C2l!Sing any beam transiation. To measure potential nonlinearities in the itlm, the 

incidence angle for maximum coupling was monitored as a function of the incident 

intensity. (For more details concerning nonlinear grating coupling, see Chapter 4). For 

all conditions investigated (different wavelengths, different incident beam sizes, different 

temperatures, different samples), no change in this optimum coupling angle was detected 

with the power levels available from the CW CO laser. Using the steady state theory for 

the nonlinear index change discussed in the previous chapter, the expected angular 

change in the coupling angle was calculated. For the recombination time, 1', the 

published value of 2SOnsec was originally used. This value was determined by AI-Attar 

et aI. (1986) for bulk InSb. For thin films, however, this value is probably not valid. 

The diffusion length for InSb was measured by Hagan et aI. (1985} to be 6OJ.Oll, which 

was about 10 times greater than the thickness of the films used. As a result, surface 

recombination dominated the recombination process and reduced the recombination time 

by probably at least one order of magnitude. Even with this value of 1', however. the 

angular change expected due to the electronic nonlinearity was calculated to be at least 10 

minutes. This value was well wit.~in the detection limit of the experimental appa.-atus. 

Another possible cause for additional reduction in the recombination time was the 

presence of impurities in the fiims. which wouid act as additionai recombination sites for 
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the excited carriers. These impurities could have been formed in the film growth process 

or during the ion-milling fabrication of the gratings. To study this issue, low 

temperature Hall measurements were conducted on the samples soon after rIlm growth. 

A value of SxI016 carriers per cm3 was found. Though this was a fairly low impurity 

level, it was still 5 - 10 times greater than was previously measured for bulk samples 

used in nonlinear experiments with InSb (Seaton, 1989; Jameson, 1987). XPS (X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy) was performed on a milled sample and compared with results 

from an unmilled sample. Both samples had a large percentage (15%) !Jf carbon on the 

surface, though this value was reduced when ~ I 00 Angstroms was milled off the sample 

surface while in the XPS machine. However, even after the milling, the XPS data still 

showed significant amounts of oxygen and possibly indium or antimony oxides in the 

rIbn. These oxygen "defects" could strongly affect the band structure and optical 

properties of the InSb rdms. 

These impurities, besides changing the band structure and absorption of the rllm, 

decreased the recombination time of the excited carriers. This meant that higher powers 

were required to maintain the necessary index changes. Since the available laser system 

could not generate more power, work at 5.spm and low temperatures was stopped, with 

the emphasis placed upon the physics of nonlocal (thermal) nonlinearities in thin film 

grating structures. 

Chapter Summary 

Table I summarizes the different samples tested, showing the measured coupling 

resonances (if any), the calculated fiim index (from the waveguide dispersion reL'ltion), 
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Table I 

Sample Growth A9 nr ex outcoupled 
source method (FWHM) (em-I) signal(?) 

mode 0 

Nose sputtered no 

Illinois sputtered 15-200 no 

OSC sputtered O.7SO-l.SV 3.62 >50 no 

Bell Labs MBE O.JO-O.7SV 3.85 - 13 yes 
3.89 

Table 3.1 Summary of different samples tested. 
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whether an outcoupled signal was observed or not, and the estimated absorption 

coefficient of the mm. The values listed in Table 1 were all done at room temperature 

with the COz laser. 

As is evident from the table, the only samples in which an outcoupled signal was 

observed were the MBE-grown iilins. The measured values of the optical constants of 

these iilins (n - 3.85 - 3.89. a:a 13 -+ 20 em-I) were much closer to the reported values 

for the bulk material (n - 3.98, a = l2cm-1) than any of the other iilins tested. The 

smallest absorption coefficient occurred for MBE samples that had a buffer layer 

between the i11m and the GaAs substrate (to reduce stress and strain due to the lattice 

mismatch between InSb and GaAs). Associated with this low absorption were narrow 

angular coupling resonances. Though this width was a function of the grating quality as 

well as the i11m quality. the resonances with the MBE samples were always narrower than 

with the other samples. This was true even when the quality of the gratings (on different 

samples) appeared to be comparable as verified with the SEM. 

Even with these MBE-grown iilins, no electronic nonlinearities were observed. One 

possible explanation is that impurities in the film (either from the growth process, or 

from the grating fabrication process) reduced the recombination time of the excited 

ca..:eos, req-.lli-=wg higber I&5er power to maintain the index change. 
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CHAPTER 4 

NONLINEAR GRATING COUPLERS 

Introduction 

Developing devices that are compatible with telecommunications and other signal 

processing applications has heightened interest in nonlinear optical materials (Stegeman et 

aI.,1988). Since an important parameter in the nonlinear processes on which the devices 

are based is the power density.(rather than simply the total power), waveguide geometries 

are of great importance. Nonlinear devices, such as nonlinear directional couplers and 

phase conjugators, have already been demonstrated in waveguide form. Before 

investigating waveguide devices, however, the mechanism for coupling light into the 

waveguide must be understood at the intensities needed for waveguide device operation. 

It has recently been predicted for prism and grating couplers that the distributed coupler 

itself can exhibit switching action and bistability (Assanto et aI.,1986; Reinisch et 

aI.,198S; Stegeman et aI.,1988b). Although the most recent theory has qualitatively 

explained previous experiments, no de!ai!ed ccmpa.-:SCn with cApar'.uneiit has been 

reported. This is one of the goals of this chapter. 

In this chapter, the effects of nonlinear grating coupling due to an intensity

dependent index of refraction in the guiding material is investigated both theoretically 

and experimentally. The variations of beam size, beam position and incident angle in 
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both the linear and nonlinear regimes are discussed. A model that includes a diffusive 

nonlinearity is employed to explain the presence of optical bistability (OB) in the grating 

coupler, while two theories are proposed to describe a novel form· of "butterfly" 

bistability. 

Theory of Nonlinear Grating Coupling 

The grating and prism coupler have been studied extensively in recent years. Though 

the two couplers are very different in their appearance, the physical mechanism of 

distributed coupling is essentially the same. As a result, many of the techniques 

previously used to analyze the prism coupler can be applied to the grating coupler, both 

in the linear and nonlinear regimes. 

As described earlier, the function of a grating coupler is to provide the additional 

longitudinal wavevector component necessary to phasematch an incident wave to a mode 

of the waveguide. The growth of this waveguide mode, including nonlinearities, can be 

described, through the use of coupled mode theory (Chen and Carter,1983; Vitrant et 

ai, 1989), by the equation: 

d A 1 .. \ 0'/1. • :rl &D. TU_\. :,.,& 'z' dz •• p'.' = • "j .... '\.\ - JJ or VV-J or lpj.fl"\gw\ } (4-0 

This equation is written in only one dimension (z). In this model, the field disli'i~iition in 

the x dimension is assumed to be uniform and infinite in extent. Thus, the power 

density is in terms of W/m, rather than, the conventional W/m'Z. In EQ. (4-1), U(z) 

contains the nonlinear contributions to the guided wave wavevector. This term will be 
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described in more detail below. Ap(z) is the guided wave amplitude. while ~(z) is the 

incident, Gaussian field amplitude. t' is the transfer function describing the strength of 

the coupling. For a sinusoidal grating at the film/air interface. the expression for this 

function is given by (Moshrefzadeh. 1987): 

+00 

t'-:' r dxCm·fm·(x)~o(x.z) 
~ J-oo 

(4-2) 

where M 0 is the polarization amplitude due to the grating perturbation. fm(x) is a 

function describing the depth dependence of the mth mode. and em is a normalization 

constant. 

The wavevector detuning or mismatch between the incident field and the guided 

wave wavevectors is contained in &f3, where: 

(4-3) 

9 is the incident angle, A is the incident wavelength in air, ko is the incident wavevector 

(ko = 21r/A). A is the grating period, and f3r is the real part of the guided wave 

wavevector. For a linear waveguide (U(z) = 0), the maximum guided wave amplitude 

occurs when &f3 = 0; i.e., 
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(4-4) 

This is the well-known Bragg condition and represents the wavevector conservation of 

the grating coupler system on resonance. 

The losses in the system are incorporated in Pi' where: 

(4-5) 

a is the intensity attenuation coefficient due to absorption and scattering in the 111m, 

while lile is the loss rate due to reradiation of the guided wave through the input 

grating. Ie is the coupling length over which the field amplitude decreases by a factor of 

lie due to this reradiation. An expression for this length is given by: 

(4-6) 

Expressions for <rt, and ~ are given in Appendix A. 

As mentioned earlier, U(z) describes the nonlinear contribution to the wavevector. If 

the field prome of the mode is independent of the guided wave power, the nonlinearity 

can be written as (Stegeman, 1988): 

where f(x) is the transverse field distribution of the guided mode, and Pr is the real part 
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of the mode wavevector. l!41o is thus a weighted average of the wavevector change over 

the thickness of the 1Ilm and the bounding media; the field distributions are the 

weighting functions. U(z) can be combined with oP to form a power dependent 

wavevector in the growth of the guided wave: 

K(z) = (oP + U(z» 

a korSinD + t 1- Pr + 6PoIAgw(z)IZ 
\. -J 

(4-8) 

This is known as a Kerr-like nonlinearity: the index and phase changes are proportional 

to the local. instantaneous intensity. For a fixed incident angle. a phase mismatch 

develops between the incident field and the guided mode as the power increases. from 

Eq. (4-4). This leads to a decrease in the coupling efficiency. Even if the angle is tuned 

to minimize this phase mismatch. the coupling efficiency at high powers is still less than 

that at low powers. This occurs because of the distributed nature of the grating coupler. 

since the phase matching condition cannot be maintained at every point inside the 

coupler. For an incident field of finite width. the guided wave field grows under the 

extent of the grating. as shown in Fig. 2-4. This results in a spatial dependence of the 

index that is proportional to the guided wave power. At high powers. this distribution 

causes only portions of the incident field to be phasematched to the guided wave, 

reducing the optimum coupling efficiency from that at low power. This happens because 

different portions of the grating region experience a different index of refraction. This 

means that a single incident wavevector no longer satisfies the phasematching condition, 

and that the optimum incident wavevector (and thus incident angle) at low power will 

not minimize the phase mismatch at high incident powers. Chirping the period of the 

grating can improve this condition (Moshrefzadeh eL aI.,1987), but this is optimized for 
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only one power level. 

As just pointed out, the angle for optimum coupling changes with increasing power, 

since the waveguide parameters are dependent upon the power. The magnitude and 

direction of the detuning needed to reoptimize the coupling process gives a measure of 

the change in the guided mode wavevector via Eq. (4-3). This change in maximum 

coupling angle is associated with an angular asymmetry in the coupling resonance 

(Assanto et al., 1986), leading to a sharp switching edge. Optical switching in the guided 

wave power can occur with respect to incident power at a detuning AI, or with respect to 

the incident angle at a f"lxect. high power. However, using a theory based upon the 

purely local nonlinearity (Kerr law model) described above, only switching action is 

predicted; that is, the coupled power follows the same path for increasing incident power 

as for decreasing power (or for increasing and decreasing angle at a fIXed power). 

Typical results for the Kerr-law nonlinearity (for n:>O) are shown in Fig. 4.1A. 

One requirement for achieving optical bistability is to have a spatially delocaJized 

nonlinearity that provides a memory effect to the coupling region (Stegeman el 

al.,1988b). This memory furnishes the longitudinal feedback needed to achieve 

bistability. Examples of this delocalization are carrier diffusion for electronic 

nonlinea.rities7 or !empe!'at'..:.--e diff::sion for thennal iioiiJjnearities. if tile nonlinear 

contribution is diffusive in nature, then Eq. (4-7) is no longer valid. This diffusion 

process can be incorporated into the growth of the guided mode by including a diffusion 

equation for the nonlinearity (Vitrant el ai.,1989). Since 10ngitudinaI feedback is au that 

is required for bistability, the diffusion of the nonlinearity is written in one dimension: 
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d:U(z) / /: 0: dz: = U(z) - l1Po Ap(z) , (4-9) 

where D is the effective diffusion length. Eqs (4-1) and (4-9) form a set of coupled 

equations that describe the coupling of an incident beam into a diffusive nonlinear 

m.lterial. A computer program has been written (Assanto, 1989) to solve these coupled 

equations for the nonlinear grating coupler (subject to the boundary conditions described 

in Vitrant el ai., i989). Solutions to this diffusive, nonlinear grating coupler (DNLGC) 

program are used as a comparison with the experimental results (described later). 

The solutions to the DNLGC theory for D ,. l.Omm at various detunings are shown 

in Fig. 4.1B. FIg. 4.2 shows the effect of different diffusion lengths on the guided wave 

power at two f"IXed detunings. As can be seen, for D - 0, only switching occurs, which 

is the Iocal/Kerr-law limit. With a f"mite value of diffusion and appropriate detuning, 

bistability occurs in the coupled power of the guided wave. 

If the guiding material has an absorption that increases with higher intensity, then 

the signal a distance L away can be gready modified. An example would be a 

semiconductor whose bandedge (and thus it's absorption) changes with increasing 

temperature. An increase in the absorption causes the material to heat up even more, 

resulting in a positive feedback. A model for this process has been pro!)05ed (Wherrett et 

al.,1984) in which the absorption is assumea to depend exponentially on the temperature 

change, 

(4-10) 
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the temperature change is directly proportional to the energy absorbed, 

~T = AIJI - exp(-aL)] (4-11) 

and the transmitted intensity is an exponential function of the absorption, 

(4-12) 

If the incident signal to the nonlinear absorber is derived from a nonlinear grating 

coupler that exhibits bistable input coupling, then this incident field can be bistable. As 

this bistable signal propagateS through the nonlinear absorber, its intensity distribution 

changes. Under the appropriate conditions for Qo' 10 and To, the intensity a distance z ,.. 

L from the input coupler can exhibit "butterfly" bistability. An example of this situation 

is shown in Fig. 4.3. This "butterfly" bistability has recently been observed (Hutching el 

al.,1987; LLoyd el al.,1987) in a metal mirrored Fabry-Perot cavity containing a 

thermo-optic material, and by Lukosz el al. (1988) with an external grating coupler 

where the nonlinearity caused a reduction in the width of the air gap. 

Experiments with Nonlinear Grating C!!!!~!e~ 

The above theoretical predictions were investigated using InSb waveguides with ion-

milled gratings at CO: laser wavelengths and at room temperature. The nonlinearities 

used were thermal index and absorption changes due to heating of the waveguide and of 

the g..-ating structure. Of interest in these studies were the effects of the experimental 
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conditions (beam size, beam position and angular detuning) on the response of the 

nonlinear coupler. Also of interest was the interplay between the coupling process and 

the thermal diffusion in the material. 

Experimental Details and Linear Couplers 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.4A,B. The laser was a home-built, 

CW COz laser. The back mirror was a gold grating to allow wavelength tunability. The 

COz laser had only discrete wavelengths available because lasing occurred between 

different discrete vibrational levels of the CO: molecules, rather than a continuum as is 

found in dye ~ for example. By tuning the angle of the gold grating, the laser 

cavity became resonant with different vibrational levels, and thus lased at different 

wavelengths. The polari2ation of the laser output was ~5% horizontal (Le., parallel to 

the plane of the table). This was due to the orientation of the grating mirror in the laser 

cavity. Typical maximum power outputs from the laser ranged from 4 to 8 watts at 

9.55pm (the peak of the gain distribution), with a gradual drop-off in the power away 

from this center wavelength. In general the laser output power remained stable over the 

duration of an experimenL However, due to thermal variations within the laser cavity, 

wavelengths adjacent to the operating wavelength sometimes achieved enough gain and 

lased 2! we!! (te.. t..':e !ase. ope&ated at two w1ivelengtJ'is at the same time). Tnus the 

wavelength was monitored frequently with the monochrometer to make sure that only a 

single wavelength was being used. After folding the beam using two turning mirrors, the 

beam passed through a polarizer/analyzer combination. Each of these elements consisted 

of a wire grid polarizer on a znSe substrate. The substrate had a broadband 

antireflection coating centered at IO.6pm (commercial standard). The polarizer was 
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rotated to vary the proportion of vertical and horizontal polarization components in the 

beam. while the analyzer was set at a IlXed angle to allow only the vertical or horizontal 

polarization component (TE or TM in the waveguide. respectively) to pass through. In 

this manner the intensity of the beam could be continuously varied without any 

beamsteering or beam distortion effects. A thin znSe beamsplitter was included to 

provide an intensity reference. Various Ge and znSe lens combinations were used to 

achieve desired beamsizes to match the coupling length of the gratings. The separation 

between the sample and the lens was adjusted so that the beamwaist coincided with the 

plane of the waveguide. 

The sample was mounted on a rotation stage and held such that the grating lines were 

vertical, and thus orthogonal to the plane of incidence. A HeNe alignment beam was 

included to be collinear with the COz beam to help determine the sample normal, the 

location of the beam on the sample. and the orientation of the grating lines. 

(Unfortunately, when Ge lenses were used. these alignments could not be done, since the 

HeNe did not transmit through this material.) Laser Precision Rk-SlOO pyroelectric 

radiometers with RkP-54S probes were used to monitor the signals. These probes had a 

l.Ocm2 sensing area and an irradiance sensitivity of 4.10-7 W/cm2• The signals were 

imaged onto the detectors with Ge lenses. 

The sample used was an MBE-grown InSb 111m on a GaAs substrate with a thin, 

260nm thick buffer layer of AlSb for lattice matching. The thickness of the 111m was 

2.3J'Dl and the index was 3.89. With these parameters. only the Oth order guided mode 

existed. The thickness was determined by performing coupling grating experiments at 

s.s;.un (where the thickness allowed at ieast two modes). and conf"mned by SEM 
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measurements. With this thickness, the dispersion relation (Eq. 2-12) was used to 

calculate the index at the operating wavelengths. Two gratings with periods 2.359jnQ and 

2.642jnQ were milled into the f'dm surface for input and output coupling, respectively. 

The grating depths were 0.35smt, a little more than 10% of the f'dm thickness. The 

coupling efficiency of the gratings was determined from an energy balance between the 

incident, reflected, transmitted and absorbed power, see Fig. 4.5. The remaining power 

was assumed to be coupled into the waveguide, giving an estimate of the coupling 

efficiency of 20 - 25%. Using the Fourier transform method described earlier, the 

coupling length for the input grating was 0.59mm. The main uncertainty in this value 

resulted from the transforming lens not being exactly one focal length from the sample, 

and the scanning pinhole not being in the Fourier transform plane. Typical transmission, 

reflection, and throughput (TP) resonance curves with respect to the incident angle, are 

shown in FIg. 4.5. Ulrich (1970) showed that this response has a Lorentzian lineshape, as 

was true for this sample. The FWHM (full width, half maximum) of the Lorentzian 

resonance was 4Smin. By monitoring the outcoupled signal (TP) for a low, f'ued 

incident power (P), a value for the absorption and propagation loss (a) of the f'dm was 

determined to be ~13cm-l from the equation: 

(4-13) 

where L is the propagation distance between the two couplers, and Cin and Cout; are the 

input and output coupling efficiencies. Since the physical length of the output grating 

was greater than the coupling length of the grating (the grating length was 3.Smm), the 

output coupling efficiency was assumed to be ~100%. No detectable stray scattered 

signal from the coupling gratings was observed. This value for the losses is comparable 
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to those published for bulk InSb (Holm, 1986). 
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As described in Chapter 2, the maximum coupling efficiency occurs when Ie = 

l.48wo' where Wo is the lie half width (in field amplitude) of the Gaussian incident 

signal. This condition, however, could not always be obtained, since only a limited 

number of lenses (and therefore focal lengths) were available. The effect of the beam 

size on the coupled power was measured to test this limitation. The sample was placed at 

the beamwaist of various lens combinations. The beam position was adjusted to 

marirnire the throughput for each beam size. The incident power was set at a low value 

(lOmW) so that no nonlinear effects were present. The output power (TP) vs. beamsize is 

plotted in Fig. 4.6A. In Fig. 4.6B, a theoretical curve is shown. As can be seen, the 

maximum TP occurred for a beamsize comparable to the coupling length (O.S9mm) and 

decreased as the mismatch became larger. Since the absorption was assumed constant, 

this decrease in TP was associated with a decrease in the coupling efficiency due to the 

mismatch of the beamsize with respect to the coupling length of the grating. There was 

good agreement between the theory and experiment, showing that the measurement of 

the coupling length was also reasonably accurate. 

Nonlinear Grating Coupler and Bistability 

With the linear properties of the sample and coupler well characterized, the 

nonlinearities of the f'llm/g.-ating structure were then investigated. With a Cw beam, the 

nonlinearity being utilized was a thermal index change due to heating of the sample by 

the absorbed power. The IJ1'St experiment was to measure the effect of a high intensity 

beam on the input coupling. Besides being the most straight-forward, this experiment 
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confirmed the dominant nonlinear mechanism involved (positive index change for a 

thermal nonlinearity, negative for an electronic nonlinearity). It also gave a measure of 

the size of the nonlinearity. 

With the incident angle ilXed at the value for maximum coupling at low power, the 

incident power was gradually increased. In this experiment, as in all succeeding power

dependent experiments, the incident power was increased stepwise, allowing the system 

to come to a steady state before increasing the power further. For a linear system, the 

coupling effiCiency would be independent of the incident power, and the throughput 

efficiency (output coupled power divided by the incident power) would be constanL 

However, as can be seen in Fig. 4.7A, the efficiency dropped by a factor of 6. This is 

verified theoretically in Fig. 4.7B. 

Even when the coupling angle was tuned to maximize the throughput power, the 

efficiency still decreased by a factor of 4. The angular change from the low power 

coupling angle was 4Smin at an incident power of 2.0W. The direction and magnitude of 

this angular shift required to maximize the coupled power gave a value of +l.Ocm2jMW 

for the nonlinear index coefficient, nz' generated by the high-intensity, incoupled signal. 

To determine the index change, the dispersion relation was solved, using the angles for 

~um co~Plli:8 ::: lew and high jNwers. This caicWation assumed that the f'Iim index 

change was uniform over the coupling region. The sign of the nonlinearity was 

determined by the direction of the angular shifL From the Bragg phasematching 

condition (Eq. (4-3», an increase in the coupling angle meant that the mode index (and 

thus the iJlm index) also increased. This is deimed as a positive nonlinearity. 
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A thermocouple was placed on the waveguide surface, displaced laterally 

approximately 2mm from the center of the incident beam, so that the temperature of the 

waveguide could be monitored after an equilibrium condition occurred. The incident 

power was 1.6SW, which gave a guided wave power of the order of 8SmW for this 

experiment. A rise in the temperature of l30C occurred. The actual temperature in the 

coupling region was very difficult to determine, since the thermal diffusion occurred 

both in the plane of the 111m and into the substrate. In fact. a large portion of the heat 

went into the substrate, since the thermal conductivity of GaAs is !:::6 times that of InSb 

(Willardson and Beer, 1966). This complex thermal diffusion process has not been 

modelled and calculated. However, M. Lax (1977) has derived a closed-form solution for 

a single material in which all the absorption took place at the surface where the incident 

laser beam illuminated the sample (no waveguiding effects were included). The 

maximum temperature rise for a Gaussian incident beam was given by; 

T Pab 
max ,. 2r1/2 K w ' 

o 
(4-14) 

where Pab is the absorbed power, K is the thermal conductivity, and Wo is the Gaussian 

radius. Under these assumptions, the power absorbed in the waveguide was estimated 

from the coupling efficiency: 

(4-1S) 

With this model and the experimental parameters, a Tmax :::: 3SOC was estimated for the 

grating region. Again assuming a uniform index change in the coupling region, the 

measured shift in the coupling angle resulted from an index change of 0.013. This gave 
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a value for dn/dT of 0.00037 OC-1• It is a little smaller than that Quoted in the literature 

for bulk InSb (0.OOO46OC-1• Holm. 1986). This discrepancy is very reasonable. since the 

true conductivity of the thin Illm/substrate/buffer layer structure is not well known. 

Also. the index change was not uniform under the grating. 

In this theory, the temperature distribution at the sample surface was also calculated 

as a function of the distance from the beam center. Again. for all the absorption 

occurring at the sample surface. the temperature distribution decreased to lie of the 

maximum temperature rise at a distance of ~.Owo' where Wo is the intensity HWHM. 

For the beam sizes used in these experiments. this gave a value of ~l.Omm. This is the 

value of the thermal diffusion length, D-l. used in the theoretical calculations. 

While investigating the nonlinear coupling. the time to achieve a steady state at each 

power seemed quite long (of the order of a minute or more). To get a more accurate 

value. the time response of the nonlinearity was studied in the following way. The 

incident angle was set for maximum coupling at high incident power. which was 

different from the low power value. After establishing this angle at high powers, the 

input was then blocked with a shutter, allowing the sample to cool to room temperature. 

This generated a phase mismatch between the incident beam and the guided wave, since 

the mOde index (at !'OOM te!!!pe~..!!e and !ow pcweas) ~~ SiiiaHsr than for the case of 

high incident power. The shutter was then opened and the oulCOupled signal (TPback in 

Fig. 4.4B) W""aS monitored as a function of time for the high power input. Initially. the 

input coupling efficiency was low. Since the guided wave power was small, so also was 

the temperature and the index change. As can be seen in Fig. 4.8, it required a Imite 

time for the index to change enough to decrease the phase mismatch. As this mismatch 
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decreased. more power was coupled in and the sample began to heat and brought the 

system onto optimum high power resonance; this took ~5 sees. The illm temperature 

change (measured 2mm from the coupler). however. was slow due to the thermal 

diffusion into the substrate and the probe's distance away from the coupling region. 

Steady state in the outcoupled signal was imally achieved after ~I minute (see Fig. 4.8. 

at which time the output signal did not change with time). when a balance between the 

phase mismatch. the sample heating and all diffusion processes occurred. Put another 

way. steady state in the output signal occurred when the field and index distributions 

under the grating reached an equilibrium state. This response time of I minute is very 

slow and a device based on tl-Js thermal effect has no applications. However. it does 

allow for a good demonstration of the various nonlinear coupling processes. 

The preceeding coupling experiments demonstrated that these InSb waveguides 

possessed a large. diffusive thermal nonlinearity. These are the requirements for 

observing optical switching and bistability with an input grating coupler. as predicted by 

Stegeman et aJ. (1988). To investigate these predictions. the illSt experiment was to 

monitor the throughput power (TP) as a function of the incident coupling angle for fixed 

incident powers (Pin). The sample was rotated very slowly with a stepper motor to make 

sure that the system was in steady state at each angle. This meant irong the angle for an 

2!!!O!!!!t of !!me (sometimes up to 3 uililutes) to anow thermal equilibrium. to be achieved 

before continuing the rotation. (The waiting was necessary even when the power 

increments were small-- another indication of the slow response of the thermal diffusive 

process.) At low incident powers. the Iineshape with respect to angle was Lorentzian. 

and in particular. very symmetric about the center angle. as shown in Fig. 4.5. As the 

incident power was increased. not only was there a change in the angle at which 
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maximum throughput occurred. but the lineshape broadened and became asymmetric. 

For smaIl enough powers. the increase in the mode index was small and the angular 

transmission curve was smooth. As the power was increased still further. switching and 

bistability occurred during the angular scans. This bistability is shown in Fig. 4.9. 

The explanation for the switching is as follows: When the incident angle was less 

than and far from the optimum coupling angle. 9c • there was only a small amount of 

coupled power and little. if any, nonlinear effects occurred. As the angle increased 

toward 9c , more signal was coupled in. the sample began to heat, and the mode index 

increased. This brought the system closer to the optimum coupling condition, and thus 

more of the incident power was coupled into the waveguide. However, an angle was 

f"mally reached at which a large positive feedback between the index change and the 

coupled power occurred: more coupled power caused an index change (and an increase 

in the sample temperature). which was large enough to allow more power to be coupled 

in. etc. This resulted in a switching to a higher coupling state. During this switchup 

process, the sample temperature increased, with the temperature distribution governed by 

the thermal diffusion. This process minimized the phase mismatch at that angle. As the 

incident angle continued to increase past this maximum coupling condition, the phase 

mismatch increased, the heating decreased and the coupled power decreased. When the 

change decreased the phase mismatch, while the nonlinearity tried to increase it. Again, 

steady state was achieved at each angle. As a result, the coupled power remained high 

for smaller coupling angles than for the forward direction, resulting in angular bistability. 

An angular detuning was f"mally achieved when decreasing the angle further now 

increased the phase mismatch. Therefore, the coupled power was reduced. The coupled 
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intensity decreased, which decreased the temperature, which in turn increased further the 

phase mismatch, etc. This led to a switchdoWD. 

Although the angular bistability (output power vs. angle) demonstrated some of the 

processes involved in the nonlinear grating coupler, it is not a practical method for 

performing optical switching or signal processing (since this requires physically rotating 

the sample). Instead, power-dependent optical bistability (in the ouput power vs. input 

power response) is of much greater interest, especially for controlling one signal with 

another (Gibbs. 1985). Interest thus rlXed on investigating bistability with respect to the 

incident intensity. In the experiment, two thermocouples were placed in contact with the 

waveguide (with thermally conducting silicone paste) 2 and 5 mm away from the 

coupling region. The specular reflection. ~. transmission through the sample. T j • 

outcoupled signal (through the substrate) from the second grating. TPb • and the 

temperature. T. were monitored as a function of the incident signal. The experimental 

arrangement is the same as in Fig. 4.4. with OJ = 8e - 1:i.D. where 8e is the angle for 

maximum coupling at low power. and I:i.D is the angular detuning. As pointed out 

earlier. working at an initial detuning of zero resulted in nonlinear coupling only. For 

angular detunings between 0 and 50min, optical limiting resulted, with the limiting 

power determined by the amount of detuning. Experimental examples of this limiting 

2re show::. m. Fig. 4.10A for different detunings; Fig. 4.iOB shows the theoretical 

predictions based upon the diffusive nonlinear grating coupling theory. The general 

features agree quite well. As ~ be seen in the figures, the low-power coupling 

efficiency decreased for increasing detunings. Thus, at low incident powers. the coupled 

power at the larger detunings was less than the coupled power at zero detuning. Thus. 

the coupled power at the larger detunings was lower than the coupled power at zero 
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diffusion iength was chosen to be I.Omm in the theoretical calculation. 
A:. Experimental; B: Theoretical. 



detuning for small incident powers. On the other hand. the optical limiting occurred at 

higher incident intensities. with a greater limiting throughput value. 

However. for a detuning of 55min. bistable loops were measured in all of the 

monitored signals. as shown in Fig. 4.ll(A-D). At switchup. power was lost from the 

transmitted and reflected signals and converted into incoupled power. which resulted in a 

temperature rise of the waveguide. (Each data point in Figs. 4.11 represented an 

intensity at which the system was in steady state/equilibrium). The physical explanation 

for the loops is equivalent to the case of angular bistability. As the intensity under the 

grating increased. the positive feedback between the coupled intensity, temperature and 

the phase mismatch resulted in the switching to the high coupling state. The incident 

power required for switchup was 2.0W, with a beamsize of O.94mm (FWlje%) at the focus 

of a 38cm Ge lens and at an incident coupling angle of 30 degrees. This gave a coupled 

intensity of ~10KW /cm2• The maximum temperature rise 2.Omm away from the 

coupling region after the switching was measured to be 300C. As the intensity decreased, 

the temperature in the coupling region. and thus the waveguide index, remained 

relatively high for incident powers less than that for switchup. This was a consequence 

of the spatial feedback mechanism provided by the thermal diffusion. Switchdown 

occurred when the temperature change decreased to 230C and the guided wave intensity 

was =KW /cm2• (The temperature at the thermocouple W2S directly re!2ted to !!:e .. -::h:e 

in the coupling region). The bistable loop in temperature showed direct evidence of the 

role of the sample heating in the nonlinear coupling process. The bistability in the 

transmitted (through the substrate) and reflected signals confirmed the fact that the 

bistable process occurred in the input coupler itself and not during the propagation to the 

output coupier or at the output coupier. 
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Fig. 4.11A.B. Optical bistability in the sample transmission (A) and the specular 
reflection (B) vs. incident power due to nonlinear grating coupling. The 
ang-ulai' detuning was SSmin. 
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In performing the guided wave experiments, two of the variable parameters were the 

initial angular detuning and the beam position. The beam position was optimized for 

maximum throughput at low powers, and was maintained during the power sweeps. 

Investigation of the effect of detuning the beam position from this low power optimum 

was important because the position of an infrared beam on the grating could not be 

observed directly. Variations in the angular detuning were also of interest, since the 

precise determination of the coupling angle was sometimes difficult. That is, for wide 

coupling resonances, the uncertainty in the angle for maximum coupling was a few 

minutes. The width and switchup power of the bistable loop could be increased either 

by increasing the detuning or by changing the position of the incident beam on the 

grating. In both cases. the amount of incident power that was initiaIIy coupled into the 

waveguide was less than that for the optimum position or for the smaller detuning. The 

results for the position detuning are shown in. Fig. 4.12A with an incident beamsize of 

O.94mm FWI/e2. As the position detuDing was increased from 0 to .09mm to O.19mm, 

the switchup incident power increased from 22W to 2.47W to 2.62W, respectively. The 

reason higher intensities were required was because a larger fraction of the guided wave 

power was coupled back out of the grating for larger position detunings. This meant that 

less power remained in the iIlm to generate the needed temperature and index changes. 

The switchdown power for all three cases was close to 1.6W. These runs were all done at 

2!!. 2!!.g'.:!:=' det".::ting of 6vnwm. The effect of this position adjustment is seen 

theoretically (using the DNLGC theory) in Fig. 4.12B. As the translation of the incident 

beam increased from the ideal position (for maximum incoupling), the incident power 

required for switchup increased. The width of the bistable loop also increased, though 

not so much that the switchdown power for the two different positions was the same (as 

in the experimental case). 
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and the diffusion length was chosen to be 1.Omm in the theoretical calculation. 
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The variation in the bistability with initial angular detuning was also investigated. 

When the angle detuning was increased from 60min to 70min, the switchup power (for 

the optimum position) increased from 2.1W to 3.0W. This is shown in Fig. 4.13. For 

angular detunings greater than 7Smin. or for position detunings greater than 0.3Smm. no 

switching or bistability was obtainable for the maximum powers available from the laser. 

In these cases. the coupling efficiency was too low. and thus the guided wave power was 

too small with the available laser power. to generate the required index changes needed 

to observe bistability. 

Though the general features between the experiments and the theory agree Quite 

well, a few specific features differ. Examples of these differences include throughput 

limiting values (such as in Fig. 4.10) or switch up and switchdown powers in bistable 

situations (see Fig. 4.12, for example). A possible explanation for these differences 

(especially numerical values) may be due to the approximations used in the theory. As 

stated earlier, only longitudinal diffusion of the nonlinearity is considered. The thermal 

nonlinearity, however, is in fact 3-dimensional. Thus, the diffusion and the nonlinear 

index distribution in the grating region are not completely described. Another 

approximation in the theory is that the incident signal is treated as a bimodal beam; i.e., 

it is independent of the y dimension. This simplification again may affect the mde~ 

distribution and the coupling process. A third approximation is that the input grating is 

a "perfect" sinusoidal grating (with smooth surfaces) and that the incident beam consists 

of a single wavevector componenL Neither of these assumptions were true, since the 

gratings had some irregularities and defects (either due to the fabrication of the grating 

0. ta':ie handling/cleaning of the sampies) and because the incident beam was focused onto 
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the sample. generating more than a single incident wavevector (see Fig. 3.8). Also. the 

coupled mode approximation that the gratings are only "perturbations" of the waveguide 

may not be valid. since the grating depths were ~10% of the Illm thickness and 10 - 20% 

of the grating period. These features may have caused the actual coupling efficiency at a 

IlXed detuning to differ from the ideal situation. (In general, the experimental coupling 

resonance with respect to angle was wider than theoretically predicted). This would 

account for the higher incident powers required for switching to occur (see Fig. 4.12). A 

fourth assumption was that the material absorption remained constant as the sample 

temperature increased. An increase in the absorption could explain why the throughput 

limiting value in Fig. 4.10 decreased for high incident powers, while the theory (which 

only calculated the coupled guided wave power at the end of the input grating coupler) 

did not predict this. 

Nonlinear Grating Coupler: Butterfly Bistability 

As stated earlier, the coupling length of the input grating was found to be 0.S9mm. 

This coupling length was smaller than the beamsize (O.94mm) at the waist of the 38cm 

focal length Ge lens. A 19cm focal length znSe lens gave a beam diameter of 0.52mm. 

wpich Wl'I..5 cm'IQn .. !' !.~. but still c!ose. to. the coupling 1ength of the input grating. An 

experiment at a detuning of 6Smin. was performed using this lens at various available 

CO2 laser wavelengths. with the signal outcoupled through the substrate (TPb ) being 

monitored. The results were unexpected. TPb increased as the incident power increased 

until the switchup power of 4.0W. as determined from measurements on the input 

coupler. However, unlike the situation described earlier, the steady state value of TPb 
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after switching was below the value just before the switching. On decreasing the incident 

power, TPb increased until a second switchdown occurred at an incident power of 2.83W. 

A plot of the input/output powers is shown in Fig. 4.l4A. This is usually called 

"butterfly" bistability. To check the stability of the central region, the experiment was 

repeated. This time the incident power was maintained at 3.31W for one half hour to be 

sure that TPb did not change. Pi was then increased beyond the switching power and 

then decreased back to 3.30W and again maintained there for one half hour. Pi was 

increased again to make sure that TPb remained on the lower branch of the butterfly 

loop, and it did This sequence is shown in Fig. 4.14B. The specular reflection at the 

input grating, ~ , was also monitored, and a standard bistable loop, similar to that 

observed in the earlier experiments, occurred This implied that the butterfly loop did 

not occur in the input coupling process, but occurred either in the propagation from the 

input to the output coupler or in the output coupler itself. 

Qualitatively, the experimental observation of the butterfly bistability agreed with the 

theory of increasing absorption, as shown in Fig. 4.3. For this theory to be valid, 

however. the butterfly response should have been evident in the signal coupled out the 

front of the sample (TPr, air side) as well as out the back (TPb, substrate side). This was 

not the case. In fact, the ratio of TPb/TPr was not constant as the incident power was 

varied:; even for wIlles below the switching pewer. This '"GS true independent of 

whether butterfly bistability or standard bistabiIity occurred in the TPb signal. Also, the 

total outcoupled signal (TPr + TPb ), which was proportional to the guided wave power at 

the output coupler, showed a standard counterclockwise bistable loop. An example of 

this is shown in Fig. 4.15, where Fig. 4.1SA shows standard bistability in the total signal, 

while Fig. 4.lSB shows the nonuniform change in the ratio TPb/TPtotal. 
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Fig. 4.14. Experimental observation of butterfly bistability in the throughput signal 
(back) vs. incident power. The angular detuning was 6S minutes. The bottom 
two expanded curves show the progression used to check the stability of the 
central region of the butterfly loop. 
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Fig. 4.15. Optical bistability in the outcoupled signal vs. incident power. The angular 
detuning was 55 minutes. 
A: Total outcoupled signal (TPbadt + TPrront ). 
B: TPback/(TPbaclt + TPrront }. 
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Differences between signals coupled into the air (TPf ) and through the substrate 

(TPb ) were measured not only for heating effects due to the guided waves, but also 

occurred with an external heat source. In this case, a hot air gun was used to increase 

the temperature of the f'11m and substrate. The TPb and TPr signals were monitored as 

the sample was heated and then allowed to cool to room temperature. The temperature 

was monitored using the thermocouples on the f'11m and/or the substrate surface. The 

incident laser power was low so that no nonlinear absorptive effects from the signal 

beams occurred at the output and input couplers, and the coupling angle was set for 

maximum coupling at low power and low temperature, i.e., before the air gun was turned 

on. The results for two different wavelengths are given in Fig. 4.16A,B. For both 

wavelengths, the total outcoupled signal (TPb + TPr) increased as the sample cooled. 

This was due to a temperature-induced change in the input coupling that shifted the 

optimum coupling angle (although attempts were made to optimize the coupling angle as 

the sample cooled), and possibly due to a decrease in the absorption of the f'11m. Since 

the temperature and index changes should have been uniform over the coupling region, 

the coupling efficiency was expected to remain the same at the low and high 

temperatures (with the coupling angles re-optimized for maximum output). Hence, there 

must have been a change in the guided wave attenuation between the two gratings. The 

increase in the absorption between the low and high temperature conditions was 

calculated (using Ea.. 4.11) to be ~4.Ocm-l. The tempe:at'.:.~ generated here were 

comparable to those caused by the high-intensity guided wave. Although the changes in 

the total outcoupled power for the two wavelengths as the sampie cooled were similar, 

the ratio TPb/TPr was different at the two wavelengths. For example, at 9.50135pm, the 

ratio TPb/TPr decreased from 3.6 to 1.02 as the sample cooled. However, for the signal 

at 9.56657pm, the ratio initially increased up to 42 and then decreased to the initial value 
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Fig. 4.16. Effect of external heating on the throughput signals from an output grating 
coupler at 2 dh.crerent wavelengths: 
A: TP(back)JTP(front) 
B: TP(back) + TP(front). 
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(i.e .• prior to heating) of 1.12 after the air gun was taken away. Therefore, this 

difference in the signal outcoupled into the air and through the substrate offers a possible 

explanation for the observed differences in the bistability. 

An explanation fo!' t.~e butterfly bistability observed through the substrate in these 

experiments can be based upon an interference effect occurring predominantly in the 

relatively thick substrate. The substrate surfaces were polished but not antireflection 

coated. Substrate interference effects had been noticed in earlier incoupling experiments 

where the transmission through the sample showed an oscillatory behavior with respect to 

the incident angle. For the nonlinear outcoupling experiments, the outcoupled signal 

angle was very close to 0 degrees (relative to the sample normal) inside the waveguide 

and the substrate. The Fresnel reflection coefficient was quite high at the air/substrate 

interface (28%) and at the lIIm/air interface (35%), and therefore the beam overlap 

between successive Fresnel reflections was large. The relative powers in each output 

signal (TPf and TPb ) were determined by the leakage rates in each direction, together 

with the multiple interference of these signals inside the substrate. As the incident 

power was increased, the temperature of the film and the substrate increased. The 

change in the GaAs substrate index as a function of temperature change is given by 

(Willarson and Beer,l966): 

::. = 14.76±0.2*lO-s OC-1 (4-16) 

Although most of the heating effects occurred in the film, the high thermal conductivity 

of the GaAs (O.8W/cm-OC verses O.IW/cm-OC for InSb) caused the temperature to 

equilibrate throughout the sampie. Thus the temperature of the substrate increased along 
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with that of the f'tIm, leading to changes in interference effects occurring in the 

substrate. 

To theoretically study this problem, a program was written based upon a plane-wave 

analysis for the interaction of a guided mode with an output grating coupler in a 

multilayer system. The grating added an additional wavevector component to the guided 

wave wavevector, generating a new wavevector in the output coupling direction. It also 

generated a polarization source which can be interpreted as a field discontinuity at the 

f'tIm/air interface (the location of the grating). For TE guided waves, this discontinuity 

was present only in the H field (the E field remained continuous even in the presence of 

the grating). For TM waves, both the E and H fields were discontinuous at the grating 

boundary. This discontinuity added residual field components when matching the 

boundary conditions for the fields at the f"tIm/air interface. These in tum led to the 

outcoupled fields. In this theory, however, the substrate had a f'mite thickness, as 

opposed to being inf'mite in extent as is assumed in most calculations. This meant that 

the f'Jeld reflected at the substrate/air interface needed to be included. The 

configuaration analyzed is shown in Fig. 4.17, with the output coupled signals being TPf 

and TPb • The theoretical result for A = 9.60096pm is shown in Fig. 4.18. The substrate 

thickness and index of refraction were O.5mm and 328, respectively. In this theory, the 

cb2nge m inda;;. ... CiS CiSS"Uiiied iO be proportionai to the temperature rise, as given in Eq. 

(4-16), and the temperature rise was proportional to the guided wave power absorbed. 

Tnis last assumption was the same as that in the increasing absorption calculations (Eq. 

(4-11». Here, however, the absorption coefficient was assumed to be independent of 

temperature. The resonance nature of the output coupled signals as a function of the 

substrate index is shown in Fig. 4.l9A. The experiments used a TM guided wave with 
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constant amplitude. This resonance differed from the TE polarization case, for which 

the maxima and mjnima in the two output coupled signals occurred at the same index 

value, as seen in Fig. 4. 19B. This difference was due to the added residual E field 

component which occurs for 1M guided waves at the grating/air interface. This changed 

the phase relationship between the two outcoupled signals. 

Tae butterfly bistability resulted from a combination of the bistability of the incident 

guided wave and the different responses of the outcoupled fields to the temperature-

induced index changes in the substrate. The nonlinear incoupling generated a bistable 

loop in the guided wave power as a function of the incident power, and thus the index 

of refraction had this same dependence. The index change was assumed to be uniform 

throughout the substrate. Due to the high thermal conductivity of GaAs, this assumption 

was reasonable. Combining this index change with the changes in the outcoupled fields 

resulted in good agreement with the experimental results. "Butterfly" bistability was 

predicted for the substrate output signal, while "standard" OB was obtained for the air 

signal. 

Also predicted theoretically was that the shape of the butterfly loop could be 

modified by changing some of the initial conditions, such as the initial substrate index, 

the wavelength or the input grating detuning, as shown in Fig. 4.20. The cause of these 

changes in the butterfly loop, which can result in "wedge" bistability, may be due to the 

larger heat capacity of the GaAs compared to the InSb. It is possible that the substrate 

index may not have completely returned to the room-temperature, equilibrium value 

between successive experiments despite the observation that the rllm temperature had 

ret",u-ned to tbe ambient value. Furthermore, the temperature (and thus the index) in the 
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center of the substrate may have been higher than at the surfaces. Even though the f"tlm 

was at room temperature, the substrate may have been a little warmer. A change in the 

initial substrate temperature, as well as a change in the operating wavelength, would shift 

the substrate resonance condition and thus the relative output signal. Varying the input 

grating detuning would change the switchup and switchdown powers. Decreasing the 

detuning would decrease the guided wave power, and thus would decrease the substrate 

index change. Again, this would change the proportion' of the outcoupled signal into the 

substrate. 

The time dynamics of the two outcoupled signals also differed immediately after 

switchup occurred in the input coupler. This is shown in Fig. 4.21. As switchup 

occurred in the input coupler, more power was commed in the waveguide and thus more 

power was available at the output coupler. TPr , however, initially decreased somewhat, 

while TPb increased. This corresponded to shifting the interference condition toward an 

extrema: maximum power output through the substrate (TPb ), and minimum output into 

the cover (TPr ). As the guided wave power continued to increase, the substrate 

temperature also increased and shifted the interference pattern past the extrema. This 

caused a sharp rise in TPr. At the same time, TPb continued to rise, reached a maximum 

and then decreased to a steady state value I minute after the switching began. These 

time dynamics in Fig. 4.21 can be understood .m tem-aS of t.1:e chauges in the outcoujjled 

signals shown in Fig. 4.19A due to thermally induced changes in the substrate index. 

The change in the substrate index was proportional to the time duration after the 

switchup, since the thermal diffusion into the substrate (and thus the thermal index 

change of the GaAs) took a f"mite length of time. This comparison reinforced the 

conciusion that the observed behavior was due to interferences in the substrate rather 
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than due to the increasing absorption. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, experiments demonstrating the linear and nonlinear properties of 

grating couplers in InSb waveguides were discussed. The angular coupling responses in 

the sample transmission, specular reflection and throughput conf'mned the resonant 

nature of the grating couplers, and allowed for the determination of the optical properties 

of the f'dIns: nlDSb = 3.89, Q ~ 13. - 21.cm-1 • By varying the incident beam size, the 

coupling efficiency and the coupling length for the gratings could be estimated. The 

response agreed well with coupled mode theory predictions, while the estimated coupling 

length agreed with the measured values obtained from a Fourier transform technique. 

For those gratings, the coupling length was O.S9mm. 

Initial nonlinear experiments conf'mned the slow, thermal nonlinearity of InSb at 

room temperature when illuminated by a CW CO: laser. From nonlinear coupling 

measurements, the effective nonlinear index coefficient was determined to be 

+l.cm:/MW, while the thermal index change was dn/dT = +0.00037 OC-1• This last value 

was close to that reported for bulk InSb. Optical bistability was observed with respect to 

the incident ~ng!e, which sparked interest in SL"udyiug power-dependent phenomena. For 

ilxed angular detunings between 0 and 4Smin., optical limiting in the throughput signal 

was observed, with the limiting value dependent upon the detuning chosen. For 

detunings between SS and 70min., bistable loops in the throughput, sample transmission, 

specular reflection and sample temperature were observed, showing direct evidence of 

the thermal nature of the nonlinearity present. Also studied were the effects of the 
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incident beam position on the grating (position detuning) and of the angular detunings on 

the required switchup power and the overall width of the bistable loops. These 

experiments showed that increasing either (or both) parameters increased both the 

switchup power and the loop width. Increasing the detunings too much was shown to 

eliminate bistable operation altogether (with the available laser powers). 

Due to the large thermal conductivity of the GaAs substrate, thermal nonlinearities 

were also present in the substrate. These effects manifested themselves in a modification 

of the outcoupled signals. In particular. "butterfly" bistability was predicted and 

demonstrated in the outcoupled signal of a bistable. TM guided wave at output coupling 

angles near normal incidence. (This js an example of two cascaded, nonlinear effects: 

the lust is the bistable incoupling, while the second is the nonlinear interference in the 

outcoupling). The thermal effects in the system were conimned by externally heating 

the sample and monitoring the outcoupled signals (through the substrate and the cover). 

This test conimned that changing the sample temperature caused a redistribution of the 

outcoupling signals. 
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CHAPTERS 

NONLINEAR EFFECI'S WITII DISTRIBUTED FEEDBACK GRATINGS 

In this chapter, the response of a distributed feedback (DFB) grating in a waveguide 

structure is analyzed theoretically and demonstrated experimentally. The effects on the 

DFB response of a nonlinear index in the guiding material are investigated. As was 

described in the last chapter, an input grating coupler can exhibit a nonlinear response 

with respect to the input intensity. With this response well-understood, the response of a 

DFB grating in a nonlinear material can be separated from the input coupler response in 

both the linear and nonlinear regimes. 

Linear DFB Theory 

The linear properties of a DFB grating, pictured in Fig. S.IA, ion-milled into the 

surface of a waveguide can be analyzed with the use of coupled mode theory (eMT) 

(Kogelnik,I969; Yariv,1973; Marcuse,1974, for example). In CMT for optical 

waveguides. a few assurn!)tions are mllde. FLrst, the amplit'.:de of t..':e periodic 

perturbation is assumed to be small, so that the field distributions in the waveguide 

g.rating region are not changed significantly from those associated with the unperturbed 

(uncorrugated) planar interface structure. In general this is true if the grating depth is 

less than 10% of the fl1m thickness for monomode waveguides. A second assumption is 

that the grating provides the additional wavevector required to synchronously match the 
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wavevector of the incident wave with only one mode of the waveguide (in this case a 

backward travelling wave), while all other waves are wavevector mismatched and do not 

interact with the grating. Since, in the experiments to be discussed. the grating grooves 

of the incoupling and DFB gratings were parallel to each other and orthogonal to the 

plane of incidence, the guided wave was assumed to be nomally incident onto the DFB 

grating. This allows for a I-dimensional treatment of the grating response in the plane 

of the waveguide. 

To derive the coupling equations and coefficients for the DFB structure, coupled 

mode theory and the local normal mode analysis developed by Marcuse is used 

(Marcuse,1974). This treatmeant is chosen over the ideal mode expansion used by many 

authors (Kogelnik, Yariv etc.) based upon the experimental results for TM-TM mode 

coupling by Weller-Brophy (Weller-Brophy and Hall, 1987). Though both expansion 

theories give the same form for the coupled mode equations for the field amplitudes, the 

expressions for the coupling coefficients are not the same. These differences can result 

in very different values for the coupling coefficient for TM-TM coupling. The local 

normal mode (LNM) expansion is described in detail by Marcuse and by Weller-Brophy 

and Han. The pertinent results are given here. 

Fo! the ~ of :: DFB &-ating, t.'ie aim of CMT is to soive Maxwell"s equations under 

the grating perturbation. To do so, the electric and magnetic fields are written in terms 

of a modal expansion of forward and backward travelling waves in the grating region. In 

the ideal mode expansion, the f'ilin thickness is assumed to be the average thickness of 

the f'ilin/grating structure, and the transverse field distributions ~d indices are assumed 

to be independent of the z coordinate. In the LNM expansion, on the other hand, the 
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modes of the waveguide are assumed to be those of an ideal waveguide whose thickness 

is that of the local thickness of the f"tIm and grating structure. Thus the transverse field 

distributions and indices are z-dependent. These modal fields are not solutions of 

Maxwell's equations, due to this z-dependence. However, the fields can be superimposed 

to yield a solution of Maxwell's equations that represents the field of the actual 

waveguide mode (Marcuse, 1974). 

With the assumptions listed at the beginning of the chapter, the coupled mode 

equations can be written as: 

dE,(z) _ MEt,(z)e-i26s 
dz 

dE~Z) __ kEr(z)ei26s • 

(S-la) 

(S-lb) 

In the above equations, E,(z) and Eb(z) are the field amplitudes of the forward and 

backward travelling modes, respectively. 6, the detuning parameter, def"mes the 

wavevector detuning from the Bragg condition and is given by: 

".. 211' 
UJ =Pm - Pn - T (5-2) 

For forward-to-backward coupling at normal incidence, Pn = -Pm. Optimum coupling 

OCCUIS for zero detuning, which gives: 

2fJ = 211' 
m A. (5-3) 
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This is the phasematching condition for a DFB grating. 

In Eqs. (5-Ia,b), " is the coupling coefficient. This parameter def"mes the strength 

of the interaction between the incident wave, the reflected wave and the grating 

perturbation. "depends upon the polarization of the fields, the angle of incidence, the 

depth and shape of the grooves, and the waveguide mode number. The expression for 

the coupling coefficient is given by (Weller-Brophy and Hall, 1988): 

(5-4) 

where N is the waveguide mode index, Ah is the grating height, and ~ is the effective 

mm thickness def"med earlier. In the above equation, pal.O for TE-TE coupling, 

where as for TM-TM coupling; 

p=_I_[nf (N2_ n 2)-N2] 
nf~ of c , 

(5-5) 

where: 

(5-6) 

The expression for p for TM-TM coupling is markedly different from that for the ideal 

mode derivation (Kogelnik, 1982). For high index materials (such as InSb), the two 

expressions for" can differ by more than an order of magnitude. 
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To solve the coupled mode equations (Eqs. (5-Ia,b» for a DFB structure of length L, 

the boundary conditions are assumed to be Er (0) = I, and Eb (L) = O. This gives 

(Kogelnik, 1969): 

Er(z) = r cosh(I'{L-z» - is sinb(r(L-z» eiDa 
r cosh(rL) - is sinb(rL) 

-~ S ... I./TYT -z\\ ,~_ E (z) = .• ~.\.\... II e-1I1a 

b Q cosh(rL) - is sinb(rL) , 

where f2 - (,,2 - 62). The reflectivity as a function of the detuning is deimed as: 

,,2 sinh2(rL) 
= {'J cosh%(rL) + 62 sinh%(rL) , 

(5-7a) 

(5-7b) 

(5-8) 

while the transmission is (I - R) for a lossless waveguide. These two equations deime 

the linear response of a DFB grating. Typical reflection (R) and transmission (T) 

responses for strong coupling (d > 2.0) are shown in FIg. 5.IB. This theory can be 

easily extended to include absorption in the guiding material by adding an absorption 

coefficient to Eqs. (S-la, b). The effect of this term is to make the detuning parameter 

complex, and thus reduce the strength of the coupling coefficient. 

Nonlinear DFB Theory 

For a material with a local Kerr-law nonlinearity, Maxwell's equations must be 

modified to include an intensity dependent poiarization of the form: 
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Fig. S.1B. Typical transmission and reflection response of a DFB grating vs detuning. 
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(5-9) 

Here, ~.E is related to the change in the index of refraction due to the nonlinearity and 

local field strength. The effect of this additional polarization term interacting with the 

grating is to introduce self- and cross-modulation terms. Again, assuming that there are 

only two fields that are wavevector matched and invoking the slowly varying amplitude 

and phase approximation, the nonlinear coupled mode equations can be written as 

(Winful, 1980): 

where "I ,. ~/~ ,. rx<S) /(2.ry.J is a nOl1lla1ized nonlinear coefficient. These 

equations are for a Kerr-like nonlinearity. The factor of 2 in the second term on the 

RHS of the above equations results from scattering due to an intensity induced grating 

between the forward and backward travelling waves. If the material has a large diffusion 

coefficient (i.e., nonlocal). then this grating gets "washed-out" and does not contribute to 

the growth of the fields and the approp~.2te n=nerlca! factoi' is L As can be easily 

verified, if there is no nonlinear contribution (i.e., "I = 0) then the linear coupled mode 

equations a..-e recovered (with the appropriate def"mition of It). 

These equations have been solved by Winful et. al. (1979), for the transmission of the 

DSF structure as a function of incident intensity. Switching and bistability were 
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predicted for large enough values of d., as shown in Fig. 5.2. Absorption was also 

included by Winful in the theory, which resulted in a larger incident intensity requh-ed 

for bistability. For an absorption larger than a threshhold value, (for a· given Id.), the 

bistability was eliminated and only switching was predicted. These results are shown in 

Fig. 5.3. These theoretical predictions were initially the impetus for the experimental 

investigations with the DFB gratings 

For a thermal nonlinearity, which is the dominant nonlinearity that we observed in 

IDSb at room temperature, the index of refraction becomes intensity dependent. where: 

(5-11) 

This index change affects both the detuning parameter and the phase modulation terms, 

and thus modifies the DFB response. Spatial diffusion of this nonlinear index change is 

also present. since the heat diffuses in the DFB region. As a result. the DFB response 

becomes very complicated and was not modelled here. Instead. it was assumed that the 

thermal diffusion constant D ~ L. (As described in Chapter 4, the diffusion length was 

estimated to be l.Omm, while the DFB grating length was also l.Omm). This is 

equivalent to saying that the index change under the DFB was independent of z. Hence, 

EQ. (5-7) =d (5-S) could be used ... ita .. a power-dependent aetuning 6, where: 

(5-12) 
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FIg. 5.2. DFB transmitted intensity vs. incident intensity for different coupling 
strengths for a Kerr-law nonlinearity: 
A: ICL = 2.0; B: ItL = 4.0. 
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L 

c5(P) - Ac fo UEr(z)l= + IEb (z)/:'1 dz • (5-13) 

In Eq. (5-13), A is a constant that requires a detailed solution of the thermal problem 

and is treated as an adjustable constant. These equations have yet to be solved for the 

given situation. Thus, the effects of c5(P) were not included in any theory comparison 

with experi"'ent. 

Linear Characterization of DFB Gratings 

Before investigating any nonlinear features of DFB structures, the linear properties of 

the gratings were studied. The sample used was grown via MBE on a GaAs substrate 

with a 02Spm thick buffer layer. The growth rate was O.2pm/hr. Input and output 

coupling gratings of periods 2.613J.CDl and 2.9SOJ.Ull, respectively, and depth 0.575pm were 

milled into the IDSb f"JIm. The illm supported three waveguide modes for both TE and 

TM poJari2ations at the wavelengths of interest. TM polariz:ation was used for all the 

DFB eXj)eriments. By measuring the coupling angles for different mOdes (two at a time), 

the waveguide dispersion relation (Eq. 2-12) was used to solve for the index and 

thickness of the i11m. The values calculated were 3.856 for the index. and 6.05pm for 

the . thickness. Theo input coupling efficiency was determined to be 20 - 25% by 

monitoring the change in the spectral reflection and sample transmission at the coupling 

resonance. The measured coupling length for mode 1 was 0.55mm, which was 

determined by the Fourier transform method discusses earlier. The output grating 

coupler length was 3.0mm, which was much greater than the coupling length. As a result 

the total output coupling efficiency (s"--ed over both the coyer and the substrate 
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directions) was assumed to be 100%. From these values. the absorption of the i1lm was 

calculared using the equation: 

a __ 1 In(n...) 
L C-P' (5-14) 

where C is the coupling efficiency. TP is the total outcoupled signal, P is the incident 

power and L is the propagation length. The values obtained were 14.4cm-1 for mode 0 

and 2I.Icm-1 for mode 1. The largest uncertainty in these measurements was due to 

uncertainties in the values used for the incoupling efficiency. Nevertheless this measured 

value for the loss in mode 0 was in good agreement with the value of 12.Ocm-l quoted in 

the literature for bulk InSb (Holm. 1985). These values were a little higher than those for 

the sample used in the nonlinear coupling experiments (Chapter 4). One possible reason 

is that the surface of the present sample had many more scratches due to greater handling 

and processing, which would also explain the higher losses in mode 1 relative to mode O. 

A relative measurement of the losses in the coupling region was also deduced from 

the width of the coupling resonances when the gratings were used as input couplers: the 

wider the resonance. the greater the loss (Neviere et. aI. 1973). Using an unfocused 

incident beam (FWl/e2 • 6.4mm). the FWHM of the Lorentzian iineshape for mode 0 

was 19mi ". while ihe vaiue ior mode i. with tile same beam size and incident power. 

was 32min. (The beamsize was much larger than the coupling length for either mode). 

This implied that the losses in mode I due to scattering and propagation were about 70% 

greater than mode O. This increase was approximately the same as that obtained from 

the absorption values measured previously (::60% greater). The actual value of this 

resonance width, however, depended upon the lens system used to obtain the desired 
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beamsize. This feature was discussed earlier in Chapter 3. 

With these values for the r11m index and the absorption, the mode in!Jex, N, at each 

wavelength was calculated from the resonance coupling condition. As pointed out 

earlier, the maximum reflection of a DFB grating occurred when the wavevector 

matching condition was met. Eq. (5-3) can be rewritten as 

~ A- -
2N ' 

(5-15) 

where ~ is the free-space wavelength. The DFB period was chosen to be 1.335pm and 

the length, L, was 1.Omm. Using the above equation for TM polari2ation and mode I, 

the center wavelength was 9.59ISpm. The desired depth of the grating was that of the 

input couplers; however, misinterpretation of the monitoring curve caused the sample to 

be overmilled. This resulted in a triangular proIIle in the DFB grating. and the depth 

was much deeper «i.Spm) than originally planned. (This depth was measured via an 

SEM photograph taken after the experiments were completed). A diagram of the sample 

geometry and the signals measured in the experiments is shown in Fig. 5.4A,B. Although 

the DFB reflected signal was coupled out by the input coupler into both the substrate and 

air directions, only the reflection into the substrate (RDFB in Fig. 5.4) was monitored. 

This proved convenient because the signal out the front (air side) of the -"'p!e W2S 

collinear with the incident beam (although it travelled in the opposite direction) and 

could not be easily isolated without affecting the incident signal. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the coupling coefficient, '" is the central DFB 

pa.-ameter, describing the strength of the interaction. For the given structure, " was 
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calculated to be 2.S4mm-1• giving a value for d. of 2.54. The reflection coefficient 

(RDFBfI) and transmission coefficient were calculated using Eq. (5-8) with an loss 

coefficient (absorption plus scattering) of 2Ocm-l and are plotted in Fig. 5.5. Also shown 

are the experimental results. Since the total reflection signal could not measured. the 

values in Fig. 5.5 were normalized to RDFB - 1.0 for the center wavelength of 9.59ISpm. 

This normalization was also done for the transmitted signal. Although the laser had only 

discrete wavelengths. the general structure of the DFB reflection is quite evident. and the 

agreement with the theoretical predi~j9n is good. In particular. the center wavelengths 

for the theory and experiment coincide extremely well. The overall experimental width 

is a little bit narrower than that predicted. A better fit to the experimental data occurred 

for a d. value of 2.3. This may be due to the triangular prof"lle of the DFB grating 

obtained instead of the sinusoidal variation used in the calculations. or due to depth 

variations throughout the DFB length that would decrease __ ~ coupling coefficient. 

Nonlinear DFB Experiments 

With the linear response of the DFB well understood. the effects of a nonlinear index 

of refraction on the DFB were investigated. The purpose here was to investigate the 

effects of the thermal nonlinearity on the response of the DFB grating. This response 

would indicate whether switchi.'1g in t.~e OUtput of t.';e DFB as a function of the incident 

power would be possible at all. TDFB ( .. TPbaclt + TPrront • as shown in Fig. 5.4) and 

RDFB were monitored at low and high incident powers for TMl (mode 1. TM 

polarization). with the input coupling angle being adjusted for the maximum efficiency. 

In this experiment. the coupling efficiency for the different wavelengths was assumed to 

be constant. 
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The results are shown in Fig. S.6A,B. The nonlinearity was a thermal index change 

of the mID. due to the heating of the sample by the guided wave. The salient difference 

between the low and the high incident power responses was the shift in the wavelength 

of the maximum reflection toward longer wavelengths. The shift in wavelength was 

+O.03J'lll. This corresponded to a change in the mode index and itlm index of +0.011. 

This change was obtained from Eq. (S-lS), where ~ ~ (~2A.). A nonlinear 

coefilCient:. nl , could also be calculated, where ~ - ~/I ~ +1.OcmI/MW, in good 

agreement with the input coupler experiments described in Chapter 4. These values were 

calculated assuming that the nonlinearity caused a uniform index change in the DFB 

region for all detunings. A comparison between this shift in the DFB resonance and the 

experimental data is shown in Fig. S.6C, using the value ICl. - 2.3. 

Since a thermal nonlinearity was employed in these experiments, the shift in the DFB 

resonance could have been caused by a physical change in the grating period due to 

thermal expansion of the InSb. The thermal expansion for bulk InSb was measured to be 

4.*10-15 OK-I at JOOOK (Bernstein and Beals, 1961). (No value for the thermal expansion 

of InSb films was found in the literature). This resulted in a change in the DFB grating 

period of 0.0018, and thus a change in the cen.ter W2.".e~ngt..!!. of the DFB resonance of 

O.OlJ'lll. This is approximately 1/3 the value calculated for purely dispersive changes. 

The nonlinearity due to the thermal expansion would thus reduce the measured nonlinear 

coefficient by 1/3 to 0.67cm2jMW. 
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Optical Bistability with DFB and Input Coupling Gratings 

From the large shift in the coupling resonance at high powers, switching and possibly 

bistability in RDFB as a function of the incident power was implied. To investigate this 

possibility, the laser was set at a wavelength (A = 9.619J.DD) greater than the low power 

resonance maximum (A .. 9.S91SJ.DD) and the incident power was increased. The input 

coupling angle was adjusted to marirnize the in-coupled power at each incident power. 

As expected, the DFB reflection coefficient (reflected power/incident power) increased 

dramatically for A a 9.619",m as shown in Fig. S.7A. The signal transmitted through the 

DFB, T DFB' corraspondingly decreased. For wavelengths smaller than the resonance 

peak wavelength, the opposite trends occurred; that is, the reflection decreased and the 

transmission increased. These results are shown in FIg. S.7B. However, no bistability 

was observed: the incident power was increased and then decreased with no hysteresis. 

The increasing and decreasing intensity curves retraced each other with no noticible 

separation between the two curves. 

While investigating the switching characteristics of the DFB, experiments were 

performed also at a larger wavelength detuning, .A - 9.636SJ.&m. Instead of optimizing 

the angle at each incident power, the input coupling angle was detuned by 30min and 

then hek:! f"~ed. Thls 'W3S the meas-u.-eG angle fur maximum coupiing at high power. 

This would allow for a greater coupling efficiency at the higher powers. The low power 

coupiing efficiency at this angular detuning was almosi: a factor of 7 less than at zero 

detuning. 
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The DFB reflection was then monitored as a function of the incident power with the 

angle f"'txed. A typical trace of RDFB versus the incident power is shown in Fig. 5.8A. 

Fig. 5.8B shows both T, the transmission through the sample, and RDFB • Fig. 5.8C 

shows the incident beam specular reflection and the RDFB, all versus the incident power. 

These last two figures indicate that the bistability occurred in the input grating coupler. 

As seen in the figures, RDFB remained very low for incident powers up to 1.2W. This 

was due to the angular detuning of the input coupler which generated a phase mismatch 

between the incident signal and the guided wave, causing the low coupling efficiency. 

The DFB grating was also detuned from the high reflection resonance, which also kept 

RDFB small At I.2W, however, the RDFB signal switched up by a factor of 16. The 

power under the input coupling grating just before switching was estimated to be 63mW. 

This value came from an input coupling efficiency of 5% (low due to the detuDing from 

resonance) plus a 5% reflection contribution from the detuned DFB. After switching, the 

input coupling efficiency increased to approximately 10%, while the DFB reflection 

increased to approximately 40%. This gave a power under the grating of 168mW. As the 

input increased further, RDFB continued to increase, showing that the DFB resonance 

was shifting even closer to the DFB operating wavelength. After reaching the maximum 

incident power from the laser, the process was reversed and the input power was 

decreased. The reflection (RDFB) decreased gradually. but remained high for incident 

powers well below the incident power required for switch-up: bistabi.li.ty. The stability 

of the loop was checked at an incident power of l.OW to verify that it was truly a 

bistable loop rather than a hysteresis loop. The system was left in both the upper and 

lower branches at this incident power for over IS minutes each, with no noticible change 

in the reflected signal. 
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A surprising feature of the bistable loops is that there was no sharp switchdown in 

the RDFB bistable loop as was evident in the nonlinear coupling experiments in Chapter 

4. This shape can be understood, however. by plotting RDFB versus the guided wave 

power instead of the incident power. The nonlinear input grating coupling caused a 

bistable loop in the guided wave power (as deduced from the specular transmission and 

reflection measurements). The response of the DFB reflected signal itself could thus be 

"de-convolved" from the measured data. This response is shown in Fig. 5.8D. As the 

guided wave power increased. the sample temperature increased. This caused the index 

to increase and the DFB resonance to shift toward the operating wavelength. Thus the 

DFB reflection increased. following the contour of the DFB reflection response. As the 

guided wave power decreased. the opposite effect occurred. The decrease in the guided 

wave power caused the index of refraction to decrease and the DFB resonance to shift 

away from the operating wavelength. In Fig. 5.8D. the maximum reflection is only 25%, 

since only the reflected signal coupled out the substrate was detected. 

Because the wavelength was detuned from the wavelength for maximum reflection of 

the DFB, a small amount of the coupled signal passed through the DFB (T DFB) and was 

also detected. This signal is shown in Fig. 5.9A for IlD == 31min. the same value as for 

the experiments described in the previous paragraph. A1so plotted in this figure is the 

portion of the incident sig!!2! t!-.2.t ~.s transmitted th..-o~gh the Slibstrata at the input 

coupler. This signal showed the switching of the input coupler. The T DFB initially 

increased as the incident intensity increased. Tnis continued until the switching intensity 

was reached. At this value. the DFB started to come onto resonance for high reflection 

and low transmission. Increasing the incident intensity thus caused the T DFB to decrease. 

Upon decreasing the incident intensity, the T DFB remained high until the input coupler 
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switched to the low coupling state. Upon switchdown, the incoupled power decreased 

and thus so did the T DFB' The signal for the specular reflection had a shape very similar 

to that of the transmission through the substrate. Fig. 5.9B shows the "de-convolved" 

signal for the DFB transmission coefficient versus the guided wave power. The 

transmission coefficient increased as the guided wave power increased until the switching 

of the input grating coupler. This may have been due to one of the side lobes of the 

DFB resonance. After the switching of the input coupler, the DFB grating shifted 

strongly toward the high-reflection resonance, thus decreasing the DFB transmission. 

The opposite situation occurred as the guided wave power decreased until the 

switchdown condition of the input grating coupler occurred. 

The limits on the allowable angular and wavelength detunings to achieve bistability 

were studied. The above experiment was repeated for an angular detuning of 43mins. 

Very similar results occurred, with the only signif'lC3Ilt difference being that the 

switchup power was greater (I.56W) than obtained for a 31min detuning. As in the 

earlier nonlinear coupling experiments, the important quantity was the guided wave 

power in the grating region. The larger detuning resulted in a lower coupling efficiency 

for a given incident power. Thus a higher incident power was needed to achieve the 

same guided wave power. In addition to a larger angular detuning, a larger wavelength 

was observable at this wavelength. This was not surprising, however, since the maximum 

lase. output power was much less than at the shorter wavelengths. Thus, insufficient 

index change was generated to bring the DFB near enough to the resonance to cause 

switching. Also, the DFB reflection was very small at that wavelength. Thus, the 

contribution to the guided wave power by the reflected signal was reduced and the 
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nonlinear change under the input coupler was insufficient for switching. 

The presence of bistable loops in the sample reflection and transmission was 

reminiscent of the nonlinear input coupling described in Chapter 4. However. there were 

a number of differences in the parameters for this experiment when compared with those 

of the earlier work for the nonlinear grating coupler alone. The f"Ilm thickness here was 

6.041'Gl. almost 3 times that of the other f"Ilm. Also the incident power required to 

achieve switching was a factor of 2 less. Thus the intensity inside the waveguide was d) 

times less than in the earlier work. The width of the coupling resonance. however, was 

about 2/3 that of the previous sample. 

To investigate the consequences of the DFB reflection on the input coupling process, 

the nonlinear grating coupler experiment was repeated on a portion of the present sample 

that did not have a DFB grating between the input and output couplers, but still had the 

same input coupling efficiency (see point 2 in Fig. S.4B). For the same angular detuning 

of the input coupler and for incident powers up to 3.7SW (more than twice that of the 

switching power with the DFB) no switching or bistability was observed. This is shown 

in Fig. 5.10. Thus the DFB grating had a major effect on the nonlinear input grating 

coupling. The explanation for this is as follows: With the input coupler detuned, the 

coupling efr!Cien~J ~'2S !cw and ta'&us ta'&e guided w-aVe power was iow. Tne DFB 

reflection was also initially low because of the wavelength detuning from the resonance 

peak. As the incident power increased, the nonlinear index change of the film brought 

the coupler closer to resonance and switching. With more guided wave power, the DFB 

resonance also began to shift toward the operating wavelength. The resulting increase in 

the DFB reflectivity increased the power under the input coupler. bringing the coupler 
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even closer to resonance, increasing further the input coupling efficiency and lowering 

the input power required for switch-up. This double feedback caused the very large 

switching in the RDFB signal. As the incident power was decreased after switch-up, the 

thermal delocalization and the feedback from the DFB grating kept the input coupler in a 

high coupling state at incident powers well below the switchup value. This allowed for a 

bistable loop width in the RDFB signal. 

For a theoretical comparison, the program for the nonlinear grating coupler with 

diffusion was modified to include a coherently-reflected signal. (An assumption here 

was that the field amplitudes of the forward and backward waves added in phase). The 

reflection was a function of the guided wave power, as in the case for the DFB grating. 

For the parameters used in the experiments, and with the· reflection coefficient varying 

from 0.1 to 0.5, the theoretical prediction is shown in Fig. S.IIA. Again, the bistable 

loop is narrower than the experimental result, but the switchup and switchdown powers 

(1.43W and 1.21W, respectively) are comparable to the experimental values (l.lW and 

0.7SW, respectively). For the situation of no reflection (i.e., without the DFB grating), 

the theory does not predict bistability, again in agreement with the experiment. This is 

shown in Fig. S.lIB, and can be compared with Fig. 5.10. Thus, the reflected signal 

provides an additional index distribution in the grating region to decrease the wavevector 

mismatch and to induce bistability in a detuned g.rating oou=,!e!'. 

Counterpropagation Beam Experiments 

The effects of a guided wave feedback signal on the input coupling process were 

investigated, using a pump/probe experiment with counterpropagating beams. The 
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experimental setup is shown in Fig. S.l2A.B. In this way, the effects of the DFB power 

response could be separated from the contribution of a counterpropagating signal incident 

onto the grating coupler. The pump was ilXed at LOW and was coupled in using grating 

I at a detuning of +30min on the portion of the sample without the DFB between the 

input and output gratings. At this de tuning and power, the coupling efficiency was of 

the order of 7%, giving a coupled power of 7OmW. The pump was focused onto the 

sampie using a 190.5mm lens. This gave an incident beam diameter of O.49mm FWI/e%. 

An external chopper and a lock-in detection unit were used for the pump beam so that 

scattered light from the probe beam did not affect the pump beam readings. The probe 

was coupled in using the ·output" coupler, grating 2 (see Fig. S.12B), thus generating a 

backward travelling wave incident onto grating 1. The probe intensity was initially low, 

and was then gradually increased. This was equivalent to the increase in the reflected 

signal from the DFB. The angular detuning for the incident probe signal was chosen to 

be negative, approximately -20min. This meant that any nonlinear coupling effects 

under grating 2 could not lead to bistability or switching via this grating, and that the 

input coupling efficiency of the probe signal would decrease with increasing probe 

power. 

• 
The outcoupled pump signal (TPback in Fig. S.12B) was monitored as a function of 

the probe intensity. The results are shown in Fig. S.l3A. A very large bistable loop W"'..s 

generated with low probe intensities. The switch-up incident probe power was 34SmW, 

which resulted in an incoupled power from the probe at g.-ating 2 of ~30mW. After 

taking absorption and propagation losses into account, the probe power responsible for 

inducing a switchup under grating 1 was ~IOmW. Thus there was a total of 80mW from 

botJ'l the pump and the probe present under the input grating 1. This value was 
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comparable to the switching power determined in the earlier DFB enhancement 

experiment. This experiment verified that the effect of the DFB grating was to increase 

the guided wave power under the input coupling grating and thus induce switching. 

Also, as seen in Fig. S.13A, the switchdown 0CCllIl"00 at a very low incident probe 

intensity, indicating that only a small amount of feedback power was necessary to 

maintain the bistability (for the given pump intensity of l.OW). 

As with the DFB reflection experiment, this pump/probe experiment was modelled 

using the nonlinear grating coupling theory. The power incident upon the input grating 

was iJXed, and the backward-travelling guided wave power was varied. Unlike the 

earlier situation with the DFB reflection, the backward wave was assumed to be 

incoherent with respect to the forward, incoupled wave. This assumption was made 

based upon the long path difference between the incident pump and probe beams (see 

Fig. S.I2A), and due to the unknown phase relationship of the coupled signals (since the 

two signals were coupled into the waveguide using different gratings). Using the 

material parameters, the theoretical response of the system is shown in Fig. S.13B. 

Again, the qualitative agreement between the experiment and the theory is good, with 

the switchup and switchdown probe guided wave powers being comparable. However, 

the :equired incident probe power to generate this response was 2.4W, as compared to 

experiment. For an incident power of LOW, the theory does not predict switching or 

bistability. This discrepancy may be due to the assumption that the two beams are 

completely incoherent (i.e., that only the powers add, rather than the field amplitudes). 
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This experiment, and the previous one with the DFB, were not completely 

equivalent, since in the former, the pump power was IIXed. For the DFB case, on the 

other hand, the "pump" (i.e., the incident power) was varied. They. both showed, 

however, that feedback into the coupling grating can strongly modify the coupling 

process. 

As mentioned earlier in the introduction, optical switching induced in one signal by a 

second signal has applications to optical signal processing and communications. The 

preceeding experiment is just one example of such a situation: switching of the pump 

signal by the probe signal With a similar experimental arrangement, another approach to 

switching of one beam with a second beam was performed. In this case, the DFB 

reflection characteristics of a TMl mode (TM polarization, mode 1) were. modified by a 

TMo guided wave. Using the two waveguide modes was similar to using two different 

wavelengths or laser sources (provided that the· absorption coefficient was approximately 

constant for the two wavelengths). 

A schematic of the sample and beam geometry is shown in Fig. 5.14. Grating 1 was 

used to launch a low power (4OmW), TMl probe. Grating 2 was used to excite a 1'Mo 

pump beam, propagating in the opposite direction to the TMl mode. The beamsize of 

with the nonlinear region of the DFB. The coupling angles were set for maximum 

coupling at low power for the probe and at llD = +i5min for the pump. These angles 

were chosen so that any nonlinear input coupling effects in grating I (launching TM1) 

would decrease the coupling efficiency, and so that the coupling efficiency of grating 2 

(iaunching TMeJ would be high at high pump powers. Again, the DFB used was 
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designed for TMI reflection. As a result. the TMo guided wave was far off the DFB 

reflection resonance, since the effective mode indices for TMo and TMI were very 

different (3.79 and 3.S8, respectively). This is possible for samples with large index 

differences between the Illm and the substrate. The TMo pump passed under the DFB 

with little reflection loss, although it was partially absorbed in that region, raising the 

temperature and the index. The intensity of the TMo pump was varied, with its effect 

on RDFB being detected. 

The results for three different wavelengths are shown in Fig. 5.15. The initial 

wavelength was set at 9.636Spm. This produced a low DFB reflection state in the linear 

regime for TMr As the TMo pump intensity was increased, the reflected probe intensity 

(TM1) increased by more than 50%, even though the probe incident power was held 

constant. This change was attributed to the shift of the DFB reflection resonance for 

TMI toward the operating wavelength due to a thermal change in the index generated by 

the absorption of TMo. (The low power Bragg wavelength occurred at 9.591S). The 

thermal index change shifted the TMI Bragg condition towards longer wavelengths; in 

this situation, towards the operating wavelength. The leveling off of the reflection at 

high incident powers was due to nonlinear input coupling of the pump, leading to a 

reduction in the pump input coupling efficiency at high powers. This was verified by 

the throughput mea.c:u.red fo! the ~-o pump ~ 2S a f!!nction of incident power, as 

shown in Fig. 5.16. At high powers nonlinear coupling also occurred under grating I, 

(the input g.-ating for the probe beam), leading to a lower input coupling efficiency for 

the TMI signal (which was being reflected by the DFB). 
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Similar results were obtained for). = 9.6186pm, for which the DFB reflection for 

TMI was initially larger (at low pump powers), since thls wavelength was closer to the 

DFB center value. However, for a wavelength right near the peak of the ~esonance (). a 

9.60096pm), the DFB reflection decreased with increasing pump intensity. These curves 

are also shown in Fig. S.lS. At). = 9.60096pm. the pump coupling efficiency decreased 

by 30%, and the probe reflection decreased by SO% due to increasing the TMo power. 

This result occurred for the same conditions as the previous wavelengths (i.e., angular 

detunings, probe and pump powers, position on the grating). Thus the shift of the DFB 

resonance toward longer wavelengths due to the pump beam caused the probe reflection 

to decrease. This result commned the conclusion that the DFB resonance for one beam 

could be modiiJed by the presence of another beam. 

Chapter Summary 

In thls chapter the linear response of a DFB was shown to agree quite well with the 

theoretical predictions. The coupling coefficient was calculated using coupled mode 

theory (with the grating amplitude measured from an SEM photograph), while the 

absorption coefficient was determined from input/output coupling measurements. The 

center wavelength, -\" agreed well with the predictions. With this response well-

unc!e:stccd, the thermal no;;!inear response 'W1i5 studied. Tne reflection resonance peak 

shifted towards longer wavelengths by O.03pm, when the incident power was increased 

from 0 - 2.0W. Tnis corresponded to a nonlinear index change of 0.01 1 (assuming a 

spatially uniform index change in the DFB region). This value was in good agreement 

with the index change observed in the nonlinear coupling experiments of Chapter 4 

(using a different sample). The shift in the resonance agreed well with the theory of a 
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uniform index change. 

This large shift in the resonance allowed switching action to be observed in the DFB 

reflected signal (ROFB) at wavelengths both less than -'0 (in which ROFB decreased with 

increasing power), and greater than -'0 (in which ROFB increased with increasing incident 

power). When both the DFB and the input grating coupler were detuned from their low 

power resonances, however, bistability (with respect to the incident power) was observed 

in the sample transmission, specu1ar reflection and R OFB • This occurred at a power 

(1.1 W) much lower than in the previous experiments with just grating couplers. Also, 

when the experiment was repeated on a portion of the sample without the DFB, no 

bistability in the input coupling was observed with incident powers up to 3.7W. The 

bistability in the input coupler generated a bistable loop in the guided wave power. 

Plotting the DFB reflection versus the guided wave power showed that the reflection 

resonance was being tuned by the incident signal. 

To check the effects of a counterpropagating signal (such as the DFB reflection) on 

the input coupling process, a two-beam experiment (with one beam power fixed and the 

other varied) was performed. This experiment showed that a relatively small amount of 

probe signal (~.37SW incident) counterpropagating into the incoupling region of the 

yuwy beam cuiiId induce bistability in the input coupling oi the pump beam (fixed 

incident power of l.OW). This counterpropagating feedback maintained the coupling 

bistability for very low probe powers as the probe power was decreased. 

The effects of the opto-thermal nonlinearity induced by one signal (TMo• pump) on 

the DFB resonance of another signal (TM1, probe) was also investigated. For 
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wavelengths greater than the TMl DFB resonance. the thermal nonlinearity due to the 

TMo pump caused a shift in the reflection resonance towards the center value, thus 

increasing the DFB reflectivity. Conversely, for wavelengths less than >'0' the reflection 

decreased. This demonstrated that a signal in one waveguide mode could modify the 

response of another mode via a DFB grating. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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The results presented in this dissertation demonstrated a number of device 

applications of nonlinear grating couplers and DFB gratings, such as power limiting, 

wavelength i.dtering, optical switching and bistability. Various operating parameters, 

such as angular and position detunings, incident beam size, and wavelength were 

investigated with respect to their effect on some of these applications. 

The nonlinear grating coupling experiments verified the theoretical model for grating 

coupling into a material with a diffusive nonlinear index of refraction. In these 

experiments, the nonlinearity was the thermal index change of the waveguiding material 

(InSb). The sample temperature satisfied the diffusion equation, and thus modified the 

index of refraction distribution (in the grating region) in a non-local manner. This non-

locality allowed optical bistability to occur. Since thermal diffusion and carrier diffusion 

obey the same differential equation (witlt.the appropri2te diffus!o!l !engt!l) this theory is 

also applicable to carrier diffusion for electronic nonlinearities. 

Measurements of all the quantities involved in the coupling process (transmission 

through the sample, specular reflection, total throughput and the sample temperature) 

conimned the thermaijdifiusive, bistable properties of a detuned, input grating coupler. 
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The importance of the angular detuning in achieving bistability was shown both 

theoretically and experimentally. For angular detunings roughly less than the FWHM of 

the input coupling angular resonance, only optical limiting in the outcoupled signal 

occurred. This limiting value for the coupling could be varied depending upon the 

angular detuning used. For conditions in which bistable operation occurred, the required 

switchup power and the overall width of the bistable loop were controlled by varying the 

angular detuning or the position of the incident beam on the grating. 

The observation of butterfly bistability in the outcoupled signal was an example of 

two cascaded nonlinear processes: nonlinear input coupling (which generated a bistable 

loop in the guided wave power), and a nonlinear interference effect in the outcoupling of 

this guided wave (due to an opto-thermal nonlinear substrate). Although the butterfly 

bistability may be of interest on its own, this demonstration and theoretical explanation 

emphasized one of the differences between TM and TE guided wave. 

Linear experiments with DFB gratings demonstrated the wavelength filtering 

capabilities of these structures. This response, however, could be strongly modified by a 

power dependent index change. This was shown for two different cases. In the Ill"St 

experiment, a single, variable-power beam modified the reflection response of the 

g!ating 2nd thus its C~'il refl~..ed power. The second experiment demonstrated how one 

incident beam could modifiy the index in the DFB grating region and effect the DFB 

reflection response of another beam. 

The nonlinear response of the DFB also had a strong effect on the nonlinear input 

coupling process. The additional feedback from the DFB into the coupling region 
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reduced the incident power required to achieve bistability in the grating coupler. The 

bistability in the reflected signal had a very large contrast ratio (reflected signal after 

switching divided by the reflected signal before switching), due to the positive feedback 

involved in the two nonlinear processes: shifting of the DFB resonance toward larger 

reflectivity, and the shifting of the input coupling resonance toward maximum coupling. 

Besides demonstrating a number of device applications, many thin film InSb material 

parameters, both linear and nonlinear, were measured. For the MBE-grown samples 

used in these experiments, the index of refraction and the absorption coefficient were 

measured to be 3.89 and 13.5cm-1• respectively, at 9.6pm. The index was 0.1 lower and 

the absorption was 1.5cm-1 larger than the published values for bulk InSb. This index 

value, however, was much closer to the published values than that obtained from samples 

grown via sputtering techniques (n = 3.64, with an index difference from the published 

value of 0.35). The MBE-grown samples were the only samples in which a signal that 

was coupled in one grating could then be detected as an outcoupled signal from a second 

grating. This demonstrated the importance of good quality illms in performing nonlinear 

waveguiding experiments. Even so, the quality of these f'"!lms (after the grating 

fabrication) was not good enough to observe electronic nonlinearities in InSb with the 

available CO laser system, as had been demonstrated in bulk InSb elsewhere. 

The f"tnite absorption in the InSb f"Ilms caused the sample temperature to rise and the 

index of refraction to increase. The values for these changes were measured from the 

changes in the grating resonances (either input coupling resonance or the DFB reflection 

resonance). A value for the index change as a function of temperature was estimated to 

be 0.00037OC-1• This value was comparable to that measured for the bulk material. The 
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intensity dependent index change was measured to be ~l.OMW/cm2. Although this value 

was quite large, the material response time was also very slow (of the order of seconds or 

minutes). Thus, the thermal nonlinear mechanism utilized in these experiments is of no 

practical use. However, these experiments demonstrated a wealth of phenomena capable 

with nonlinear grating structures. 

Continued work with InSb waveguides does not appear to be worthwhile. Even if 

good-quality mms become available with which to observe the electronic nonlinearities, 

the operating wavelength (S.Spm) is of little interest for optical communications or signal 

processing. As a results, experiments with other materials, such as InGaAsP, would be of 

much greater value. Studies of nonlinear grating coupling utilizing a diffusive, electronic 

nonlinearity would be of great interest for signal processing. Theoretical predictions of 

optical bistability using a DFB grating have yet to be observed. Investigations of these 

predictions with the appropriate material and laser systems should be attempted in the 

future. 
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APPENDIX A 

The losses due to coupling of the guided wave amplitude out of the input coupler are 

describeci by the parameter Ie' def'med in EQ. (4-6). The decrease in the guided wave 

field amplitude can be described by the equation (Ulric~ 1970): 

(A-I) 

The two loss parameters (~ and cr.) are obtained by satisfying the boundary conditions 

of the field amplitudes in the presence of a grating at the f'Jlm/cover interface. This 

calculation here is an extension of the Rtotal field analysisR discussed by Stegeman et a1. 

(1981). For the coupling length expressions given below, the thickness of the substrate is 

assumed f'mite so that standing waves are present in the substrate. In the total field 

analysis, the continuity of the electric and magnetic fields at the grating boundary 

requires the presence of radiation fields into the cover and substrate regions over the 

length of the grating. The decay lengths in each direction are given by cr. -1 and Qc -1. 

For TM guided waves, the waveguide solutio!!. fields 1:: t.~e giating region are given by 

(Stegeman et a1., 1981): 

1 . , 
H,.,Dc ,. iDcemx + cc. 

H,.,D( = ~(D+~x + D_e-~X) + CC. 
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J.J = 1 (D eip'(x-d) + D e-ip'(x-d» + cc. 
-~,r; 2 8+ 8-

Hy,Il}, - ~ Dt, e-iq'(x-t) + cc. (A-2) 

and 

(A-3) 

A diagram of the configuration is given in Fig. A.!, 

The radiating solutions (Hy,r;' Hy,Dc) carry power away from the IIlm surfaces. 

This power (given by the Poynting vector in the direction of the outcGupled signal, S*n) 

is drawn from the incident guided mode. The change in the guided mode power is thus: 

(A-4) 

For leakage only into the substrate, the decrease in the guided wave power can be 

written as: 

(A-S) 

Equating quantities in EQs. (A-4) and (A-S), the leakage factor into the substrate, a., is 

given by: 
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'J. DC 

--a-~--------~~~-------
0.":) D+ f \. D _ 

Ds.r 

Fig. A.I. Sample configuration for coupling length calculation. 
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(A-6) 

where 

D = (2Kei£'d<-iaE - SAID (P'+g'») 
• (FtI)*(Ft2) 

(A-7) 

Ftl = (K+p')(P+q') + (K-p')(P-q')e-2ip'C&-d) (A-8) 

Ft2 = (,,'+S)e&'d - (,,'-S)*A (A-9) 

A [{P-g'l!K+Q'}e-2ip'(t-d) + (K-IQ(P+a1] 
- [(P-q'XK-p')e-2ip'(&-d) + (K+p,)(P+q')] 

(A-IO) 

~= 
-CrMorP,q,D/'-of) 

(A-H) 
2nfS 

aM= CrMlI:&oCD/'-nl) 
(A-I2) 

2nf 

s'". Jk~l - {3'z . s=(nf)s' • of 
(A-I3) 

,,' = J~ - {3'z ; K=(~)K (A-I4) 

p' = Jk~z - {3'z ; P= [~)p, (A-IS) 



q' = j kW - fJ'% = s' 

fJ' = p _ 211" 
A 

S= JPl- k~l 

(A-16) 

(A-l7) 

(A-IS) 

(A-I9) 

In the above expressions, dE and ~ are the electric and magnetic field discontinuities 

at the f'llm/cover interface due to the presence of the grating. CrM is a constant that 

normalizes the total guided wave intensity to lW/mm. P is the mode wavevector, So is 

the grating amplitude, and t and d are the substrate and film thicknesses, respectively. 

Similarly. etc is given by; 

(A-20) 

where 

D = (-~ - S;A1IXA + ~d) + AlI . 
c (K+S)~d - (K-S)A 

(A-21) 

These leakage parameters can also be used to calculate the field amplitudes of the 

outcoupled signals from an output coupling grating. This ha? been done in the 

calculation for Fig. 4.17, where the guided wave incident on the output grating was 

bistable with respect to the guided wave power. 
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